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Do you have electric, cable, Internet
or security questions

Tune In the last Wednesday of each
month on WE channel 18 at 12pm.

that nan't seem to be__a.nawerad?
Well now you can simply...

Submit your questions through our
Fisosbook/Tvittter page or email us
at bhoustonttmurray-k,y.net
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AP Photo ; Remy de la Mauyintere

is1Tors walk among graves at the Colleville American military cemetery, in Colleville sur Mer, western France,
Thursday June 6. on the day of the commemoration of the
69th anniversary of the D-Day.
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(Clockwise from top left: A victim arrives strapped to a
spineboard atop a stretcher in
.the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Emergency
Department; victim Teresa
Gilson receives attention from
a Murray State police officer
and Murray firefighters and
Keaton Belcher, 15, of Murray
plays his part of a victim suffering from a major arm injury
after the storm through him
into the grate of a storm drain.

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
OLLEVII I.F-SUR-MER, France (AP) — Veterans of'
the 1944 Normandy landings gathered Thursday at the
site of history's largest amphibious invasion for a day of
ceremonies marking D-Day's 69th anniversary.
Around two dozen U.S. vets,some in their old uniforms pinned
with medals,stood and saluted during a wreath-laying ceremony
at the memorial overlooking Omaha Beach, where a U.S. cemetery holds the remains of over 9.000 Americans who died during.
the vicious battle to storm the French beach under witheing
Nazi fire.
Commemorations of the June,6, 1944. battle began in respectful silence early Thursday morning, with the stars-and-stripes
raised in a quiet ceremony at the cemetery.
Tourists, many front the U.S. and Britain, gathered under a
brilliant spring sky to witness the flag-raising amid the neat rows
of thousands of white marble crosses and stars of David marking
the graves of I.S. servicemen and women fallen in the Allied
invasion of Normandy.
On June 6. 1944. Allied forces led by General Dwight D.
Eisenhower stormed the beaches of Normandy. France. on
Day." beginning the liberation of German-occupied Western
Europe during World War II.
A full day of ceremonies — including fireworks, concerts and
marches — was taking place across Normandy in honor of the
more than 150000 troops, mainly U.S.. British and Canadian,
who risked or gave their lives in the invasion.
"The tide has turned. The free men of the world are marching
together to victory!" Eisenhower said in an historic address after
the invasion was launched.
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Daly Forecast
The National Weather Service
Friday: Partly sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms A high
near 79 North northwest wind
6 to 9 mph
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,

Murray
& Calloway County's
Hometown Newspaper

with a low around 60.
Northwest wind 3 to 8 mph.
Saturday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 79. Light and
variable wind.
Saturday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 60
Calm wind becoming south
southeast around 5 mph after
midnight.
Sunday: A 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly sunny, with
a high near 82. South southwest wind 6 to 9 mph.
Sunday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 67. South southwest
wind acpund 8 mph.
Monday: A slight chance of
showers. Mostly sunny, with a
high near 85.
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Murray -Callm4 ay
Count t
Hospital
Director of Emergency Ser‘ices ](larty
Barnett wanted Thursdas 's mock mass
casualty drill in the city to he as real as possible.
That is why he gave a rather unorthodox
command to the nearly 40 volunteers who
served as victims for the exercise.
"You have been git en the right to scream,
yell and cuss. If you't e ever felt that need,
tonight is the night.- he said minutes before
the start of the exercise that was set to a

Worship

5,6

only

$529900

0% Interest for
48 Months

high-wind thunderstorm tearing through an
outdoor gathering at Murray State
University'.
He got his wish. et en thr nigh cussingwas
not too frequent
"With this. %Ike all have to learn, and,
though this, you can learn about behavior
from victims. After all. you are going to be
seeing them on the wrwst day of their lit es.Barnett said.
Among those taking ads;image of this
opportunity to act accordingly was Rachel
Haugh, who works in the Mall billing
department.
"Because we work on the billing side. we

•See Page 2

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer

"There are children in our
community who have never
seen their parents sober, who
have been present for drug
deals and can tell you how to
own
manufacture
your
methamphetamines."
This.and many other harrowing facts, were part (if the opening statements of Lindsey
Harlan, director of Court
Appointed Special Advocates
by the Lakes, at the first-ever
"Taste by the Lakes- CASA
banquet.
Held in the Robert 0. Miller
Center
on
Conference
Thursday night. Harlan and
guest speaker Brian Collier

•See Page 2

ED MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
Event photographer Kylie Townsend (right) centers up a Shot of several attendees of the Taut,
by the Lakes for the CASA photo booth, which encouraged supporters of CASA to pose wit*
uplifting posters showing their faith and belief in helping children. A silent auction was also
arilable to help raise funds for the non-profit organization.

How much will you need
to retire? Let's talk.
Susan T Wilson
fiflaiKial Advisor
1311 )(Anson Bhid
Murray. IC! 4)0 71
270 7594014

•
MURRAY HOME B AUTO ch.-into t • muri.,Y KY • 7" I :,71

don't get to see what goes on in e,mergencies like this so that's one reason I wanted to
be-part of this." she said."You know,disasters can come from anything, not just
storms. Just Wednesday. there was a building collapse in Philadelphia. Pa.. where several people died. It really can happen in anything.The drill was centered at two locations.
First was the area around Elizabeth
Residential College, where the volunteers
played their parts. Next. the -scene shifted to

CASA holds
'Taste by
the Lakes'
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Mock drill helps agencies to face real disasters
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From Front

..."

the
MCCH Emergency
Department. where that staff was
allowed to see how its mass-casualty plan was executed.
"There are different aspects to
something like this, namely do all
of the agencies involved follow
the best procedure," said Bill Call,
Calloway County Emergency
Management director. "Looking
at something like this, which
would be a long-term event.
Emergency Management wouldn't be in charge at first. That
would be the first responders.
probably Murray State police
because this is the territory they
cover.
"What we want to see, though,
is as other units arrive, we ask
questions like, 'Who directs
them?"
Call said the drill was divided
into criteria both at the drill scene
and the hospital. At the scene, he
said things like how radio communications work, triage of
patients and their care are measured, while at MCCH, receiving
of patients, triage, tracking of
patients and handling concerned
parents/relatives becomes the priority.
Jeff Steen, MSC's emergency
manager. designed Thursday's
drillsscenario and indicated that it
had gone better than he expected.
The drill was to have lasted three
hours, yet all patients were at the
hospital within a little more than
an hour and the drill itself was
deemed concluded right at the
two-hour mark.
"I could tell that might be possible before we started tonight,"
Steen said."As they were preparing for this, they were thinking
about it. They were going through
things in their heads of,'What if
this happened or what if this happened?' At noon today, they were
better than they were two weeks
ago.
"Tomorrow, they will be better
than they were today, and we're
going to have a stronger community because of it."
Every emergency service in
Murray and Calloway County
participated in Thursday's exercise, along with the Life Flight
helicopter ambulance service, as
well as the Ambu-Bus from
Marshall County.
Steen also said this exercise
gave MSU's Campus Emergency
Response Team a chance to get a
workout as well. The drill is also a
required exercise for MCCH.
"The disaster drill was a good
learning experience for the hospital team," said John Wilson,
MCCH's acting incident commander."We had 16 patients treated in the Emergency Department
and an additional 12 patients treated in first aid. We were very
pleased with the efficiency and
professionalism the staff showed
throughout the drill. Our next step
will be to evaluate our processes
and procedures, and make the
necessary improvements to ensure
we are even better prepared to
handle real life crisis situations
should they occur in the future."
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Mayfield Fair canceled when
carnival doesn't show up
western Kentucky has been
MAYFIELD,Ky.(AP) — A fair in
up.
show
canceled because the carnival didn't
Paducah Sun that offiThe
told
Mayfield Mayor Teresa Cantrell
for this year's
company
new
a
with
cials had signed an agreement
Wednesday.
on
begin
to
scheduled
event, which was
Cantrell said she got no
However, no one showed up and
with,the company repreresponse when she tried to get in touch
to other carnivals, but they
out
reached
sentative. Cantrell says she
were all booked.
livestock shows. will
She says some events,such as equine and
go on as planned.

Chrysler says it will recall
630,000 SUVs worldwide

JOHN WRIGHT/ Ledger & Times
Memorial
Baptist Church in
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BIG AIR:
Murray propel several balls skyward Wednesday evening as they use a large parachute to
launch the spheres

Barnett to speak Monday at NSAI chapter
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
Marc Allen Barnett, famed singer/songwriter
from Nashville,Tenn., will be the guest speaker at
the June 10 meeting of the West Kentucky
Chapter of the Nashville Songwriters Association
International (NSA!)at Murray State University.
Held at 6 p.m. in room 547 of the Old Fine Arts
Building,the gathering is open to any visitors and
is free to the public.
Barnett's career launched to stardom in 1984
when his band, 24 KARAT, won the Miller High
Life Rock to Riches National Talent Search,
which served as a major precursor to shows like
American Idol and The Voice.
Opening for acts such as T. Graham Brown,
Tanya Tucker and Charlie Daniels, Barnett followed up a star-studded performing foray with a
successful career in writing,drafting songs for the
likes of John Berry. Patty Loveless, David Ball,
acappella stars Tonic Sol Fa and guitar legend
Thom Bresh.
By 2000, Barnett chose to take up teaching and
mentoring, traveling the.U.S. and Canada to help
launch the careers of singers and songwriters
aspiring for the big time.

Under his Nashville Songwriter Tours, music
hopefuls can spend days getting an introductory
course into songwriting and booking. teaching
budding professionals how to take the first step
into the music business world.
Janet Miller, workshop coordinator for the
Nashville Songwriters Association going on 12
years, said it was important to bring in sources
like Barnett. who are able to teach both professional and non-professional songwriters about the
all-around business of songwriting.
"We try to bring in industry people for our
workshops." Miller said."We learn how to craft a
song and how to get ready to pitch it to a publisher."
Miller said the NSA1 is a great starting point for
artists, as the non-profit is dedicated to professional and non-professional writers looking to
jumpstart their careers and head in the right direction.
For more information about the Barnett visit,
contact Miller at (270) 293-7252, and visit
http://www.nashvillesongwriters.com for more
information about the NSA1.

II CASA holds 'Taste by the Lakes'...
vided a dark insight to a prob- of the things they see can be
lem in several local homes, not shocking and difficult to bear."
engaged over 80 supporters of all tastes were bitter, as II
Collier, a bus-driving teacher
the child-first program,aimed to regional eateries helped provide or a teaching bus-driver, providassist children when it seems a warm and inviting menu for ed a warm insight in an otherthere is no one left to defend the main course.
wise tough place for CASA volthem.
Combined with live entertain- unteers and school teachers,
While CASA served 97 chilment from Laynie Alba Mitchell who see the ins-and-outs of children from Calloway County and
and Brent Webster,a CASA sup- dren's lives on a day-to-day
Marshall County last year,
port photo booth and a silent basis and can only do their best
Harlan said 81 children had
the event was deemed a to help.
auction,
received CASA assistance as of
Referencing Bigweld. a robot
success - raising nearcomplete
June 6 - a staggering number
the 2005 hit cartoon
from
non-profit
the
for
with only half of the year gone ly $3,500
"Robots," Collier said his entire
hours.
two
just
in
organization
by.
"Funding allows us to train career - earning his bachelor's
"Our volunteers are more dedin current issues in and master's degrees at Murray
volunteers
actively
to
icated than ever
ensuring they State University - can easily be
advocacy,
being the voice of our communi- child
said."One summed up into six cohesive
Harlan
prepared,"
are
ty's children in dependency.
we do is words all CASA supporters, and
things
biggest
the
of
Harlan
court,"
abuse and neglect
promote self care among the people, can share.
said.
"See a need, fill a need," he
Though some comments pro- volunteers, who have to deal
with the stress of the job. Some said.
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By TOM KRISHER
Associated Press
DETROIT (AP) - Just two
days after refusing a government request to recall 2.7 million older-model Jeeps,Chrysler
has decided to do two other
recalls totaling630.000 vehicles
orldwide.
The automaker will recall
more than 409.000 Jeep Patriot
and Compass small SU Vs
across the globe from the 2010
and 2012 model years to fix air
bag and seat-belt problems. It's
also recalling 221.000 Jeep
Wranglers worldwide from
2012 and 2013 to fix transmission fluid leaks, according to
documents posted Thursday on
the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration website.
In the Patriots and Compasses,
a software error could cause late
deployment of the side air bags
and seat-belt tightening mechanisms, and that could cause
injuries in rollover crashes.
Dealers will repair the software
for free starting in July.

Report: *Gov't scooping up
Verizon phone records
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
National Security Agency currently is collecting the telephone records of millions of
U.S. customers of Verizon under
a top secret court order, Britain's
newspaper said
Guardian
Wednesday.
The order was granted by the
secret Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Court on April 25
and was good until July 19, the
newspaper said: The order
requires Verizon, one of the
nation's largest telecommunications companies. on an "ongoing, daily basis" to give the
NSA information on all telephone calls in its systems. both
within the U.S. and between the
U.S. and other countries.
The newspaper said the document, a copy of which it had
obtained, shows for the first
time that under the Obama
administration the communication records of millions of U.S.
citizens were being collected
indiscriminately and in bulk,
regardless of whether they were
suspected of any wrongdoing.
The Associated Press could
not authenticate the order
because documents from the
court are classified.
Verizon
Ed
spokesman

• The Murray State University Board of Regents will hold a
special-called meeting at 8 a.m. today (Friday) in the Jesse
Stuart Room of Pogue Library. They vote on several personnel changes including the appointment of an interim university president and interim vice president for finance and administrative services. The board's buildings and grounds and
finance committees will meet and the board will also discuss
meeting dates for 2013-14 and the appointment of a board
treasurer.
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- The
After breaking for lunch, the board will reconvene at 1 p.m.
Kentucky
Public
Service
Among the discussion items will be: A review of the presidenCommission is conducting pubtial search process; review of applicable human resource polilic hearings over a proposed rate
cies/procedures; review of applicable Kentucky open meetof
utilization
hike for electric customers in
elements;
process
ings law; review of key search
presidential search firm determination; a preferred timeline for ,western Kentucky who could
see their bills increase by nearly
the presidential search determination; preliminary meeting
20 percent.
date schedule for the presidential search determination and
The PSC says in a statement
other business related to the search committee.
that Big Rivers Electric Corp. is
seeking to adjust rates to
increase annual revenue by $74
Baer Callow/ bapayen
million. The increase would offthe loss of its biggest cusset
Can we really trust the IRS with snooping in our medtomer,
the Century Aluminum
Obamacare?
ical records along with our taxes for
the
agency,
government
suspect
Should we allow a
IRS,to have this enormous power over us?

McFadden said Wednesday the
company had no comment. The
White House declined comment
and referred questions to the
NSA. The NSA had no immediate comment.
Verizon Communications Inc.
listed 121 million customers in its
first-quarter earnings report this
April - 98.9 million wireless customers. 11.7 million residential
phone lines and about 10 million
commercial lines. The court order
didn't specify which type of phone
customers' records m.ere being
tracked.
Under the terms of the order, the
phone numbers of both parties on a
call are handed over, as is location
data, call duration. unique identifiers, and the time and duration of
all calls. The contents of the conversation itself are not covered. The
Guardian said.
The broad, unlimited nature of the
records being handed over to the
NSA is unusual. F1SA court orders
typical!) direct the production of
records pertaining to a specific
named target.suspected of being an
agent of a terrorist group or foreign
state, or a finite set of individually
named targets. NSA warrantless
wiretapping during the George W.
Bush administration after the 9 II
attacks was very controversial.
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Four public meetings set
for rate increase proposal
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This is sponsored by the Concerned Taxpayers of
Calloway (The Tea Party). The public is invited.
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Co. smelter.
Big Rivers says the new rate
would increase average monthly
bills by about $24 per month.
The public hearings will be
June 13. The first will be at 1:30
p.m. at South Middle School in
Henderson. The rest will be at
5:30 p.m. at Owensboro
Technical
&
Community
Kentucky
College,
West
Technical
Community
&
College in Paducah and Meade
County High School.

Insurance Rates
Too High?
(,1\1
\N '

1 1 COME HEAR Mr. Michael Conley, former candidate w
1
10
for Calloway Co. PVA,speak on the "Hidden Taxes in
the 2700 pages in Obamacare," this Thurs., June 13th,
at 6 p.m at the Main St. Library.
'I

receive a FREE S5 Bonus Card!

For Wranglers v, ith 3.6-liter
V-6 engines. Chrysler says a
power steering fluid line can
wear a hole in the transmission
oil cooler line. The SUVs can
leak fluid, damaging automatic
transmissions. Dealers v%ill
inspect the lines for free and
replace them or install a protective sleeve. The recall begins in
July.
No crashes or injuries has e
been reported in either case.
spokesman
Eric
Chrysler
Mayne said Thursday..
The Compass and Patriot
recall includes 254,40(1 vehicle's
in the U.S., 45.400 in Canada
and another 109.400 outside
North America, according to
Chrysler.
The Wrangler recall includes
181000 vehicles in the U.S. as
well as 18,40() in Canada. 3.300
in Mexico and, another 18.400
outside North"America.
Concerned customers in either
case can call Chrysler at t800i
853-1403.
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Jimmy Dean Mauney

Obituaries

Jimmy Dean Mauney,73,of Blue Mountain, Miss.,died Tuesday.
June
4.2013. at his home.
Gene Brooks Woods
He was born June 24. 1939, to the late Manuel Earl and Mary.
Gene Brooks Woods. 79, of Brewers, Ky.. died Tuesday. June 4,
Frances Heavetier Mauney. He was a member of Ripley Assembly
2013,at 4:40 p.m. at his home. Mr. Woods was born May 13. 1934.
of Christ and was plant manager for MS Chemical Corporation.
in Brewers It) the late Garland and Alene Creason Woods.
Mr. Mauney was preceded in death by his parents.
He graduated from Brewers High School in 1952. where he was
is survived by his wife. Bonnie Mauney. of Blue Mountain:
He
a four-year member of the Red Men High School Basketball Team,
three daughters. Carol Keup and husband, Tim. Sharon Windham
leading his team with 56 points in a single game. His achievements
are cited in the book."A Winning Tradition." He was also a mem- -and husband. Larry. and Adreanne Brown, all of Blue Mountain;
two sons. Mike Mauney and wife. Marilee, of Murray. and Jimmy
ber of the 1952 All Purchase Players. He was awarded a basketball
Dale Mauney and wife, Robyn.of Blue Mountain; one sister. Sarah
scholarship to Memphis State. but returned to his beloved Kentucky
Clark and husband. Richard. of Blue Mountain: ten grandchildren.
where he received a Bachelor of Science in agriculture from
Kisha Hodges, of Gulfport, Sherrie Merritt and husband. Jason. of
Murray State University in 1956. He began his career at the
New Albany, Samantha. Davey and Kacie Mauney. all of Murray.
Kentucky State Department of Agriculture as the Director of Insect
Ky., Rusty Mauney and wife. Marsha, of Clarksville. Tenn.. Katie
Control Division from 1956-1960. He retired from Air Products in
Linville and husband, Bryan. Bethanne Waldon and husband. Eric.
1987 where he had worked as a Quality Control Chemical
Maggie Mauney and husband. Steven. and Ryan Windham, all of
Supervisor. He remained invoked in basketball as a K.H.S.S.A.
Blue Mountain; and eight great-grandchildren.
registered official from 1958-1975.
Funeral services will be held at 3 p.m. Friday. June 7, 2013, at
He was proud to be an Honorary Kentucky Colonel, a 50-year
Ripley Funeral Home. with Joe Street. Ned Bryant. Rust) Mamie)
member of the Masonic Lodge,a charter member of Oaks Country'
and Marilee Mauney officiating. Burial will be in the Church of The
Club. a Murray State University Agriculture Alumni Association
Lord Jesus Christ Cemetery in Blue Mountain.
Lifetime Member, and a member of the Murray State University
Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m. Thursday.. June 6. 2013. at
Alumni Association.
Ripley Funeral Home.
Mr. Woods was an avid Niiirray State University fan and member
Pallbearers will be Rusty Niamey, Ryan Windham. Jonathan
of the Racer Foundation and Racer Club. He was a member of
Barnes. Keileen Hodges. Jimi Mauney and Vernon Reed. honorary
Hardin Baptist Church. He was also owner of Brookwood Farms pallbearers
will be Dr. Charles Elliott. Edward Vandygriff. Ronnie
and Blue Bird Trail: his lose of nature was his gift to his family.
Dunnam, Stan Irwin and MANIC Hospice.
In addition to his parents. he was preceded in death by a stillborn
Online
condolences
may
be
made
at
son. Gene David; his sister. Carlene Towery: and son-in-law. Alan
ww .ripleyfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by
Robertson.
Ripley Funeral Home.
Mr. Woods is survived by his w ife. Mary Lou. of Brewers: two
daughters, Lana Williams and husband. Tripp. of Murray. Law ren
The number of times published or the length of one or snore of
Minor and husband. John. of Memphis.Tenn.. three grandchildren. the preceding
obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
„Sara Brooks Williams-Valenti and husband. Michael. of Murray. and Times policy.
.4fee has been paidfor additional publishing or
-lames Frazier Williams ,IV. of Granada Hills, Calif.. and Anna space.
Brooks Robertson. of Memphis. Tenn.: two stepsons, Gary Heater.
of Brewers,and Mitch Heater,of Ft. Lauderdale. Fla.: and two stepgrandsons. Ryan and Stewart.
Funeral services w ill he held on Friday. June 7. 2013. at II a.m.
at the Chapel of the Collier Funeral Home. with Ricky Cunningham
SCHAGHTICOKE.
AP)- Officials at a small school disofficiating. Interment will follow in the Brewers Cemetery.
upstate
New
trict
Norsk
in
say
an "holiest mistake" led to suidents
Visitation w ill be held from 8-1 I a.m. Friday'. June 7. at the funerbeing identified in the yearbook as "Creepy smile kid" and "Sonic
al home.
The family requests that donations be made in lieu of flowers to: tall guy "
The labels appear in photo captions of the high school yearbook at
Lourdes Hospice. P.O. Box 7100. Paducah. KY 42002: and Hardiq
Baptist Church.6867 US HWY 641 N. Hardin, KY 42048.
Hoosic Valley. a rural district 20 miles northeast of Albany.
Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Honie.
Acting Superintendent Amy Goodell tells the Troy. Record a "nonThis is a paid obituary.
intentional. honest mistake" resulted in some members of the track
and field team being labeled with made-up names such as "Isolation
Mary Frances Young
kid." Sex eral students were identified simply as "Someone."
Mary Frances Young. 60. of Murray, Ky.. died Tuesday. June 4.
Goodell says corrections are being made and the parents of sui2013. at 10:12 p.m. at Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation.
dents xx hose names weren't published correctly have been contactShe was preceded in death by her husband. Jimmy Young: one
ed.
brother: and her parents. William 1.. Davis and Clara Goff. The high school has about 380 students. with a graduating class oil
'She is survived by three daughters. Cheri Burlson, of Hardin,
Casey Tubbs, of Murray, and Crystal Dickinson. of Cincinnati. fewer than WO
Ohio:one son. Brian Storey. of Jackson. Miss.: three grandchildren,
Brianna Storey, Brittany StUrey and Brooklyn Newell: five brothers: and three sisters.
There will be no funeral services. Arrangements are being handled by Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home and Crematory'.
1001
1‘ t•. • Nlorra%.
ID 71-11110
Plumy (270) 753-1016• Fa% (270) 773-1027
Roger B. Ellison
Roger B. Ellison. 47. of New Concord, Ky., died 'Wednesday.
11:00
p.m.•
:•sat.
June 5, 2013. at his home.
\rrangements are incomplete at Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
1'111.11.11,i
imirea%
1.1.eg

Made-up names appear in NY high school yearbook

Murray man faces charges
in fraudulent checks case
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Sheriff's
Staff Writer
Department
A Murray mart- has been
said in its
arrested after allegedly cashing
press release
forged checks.
that over 100
According to a press release
checks were
from the McCracken County
reported
Sheriff's Department. in May
stolen from
detecti‘es began investigating
the Liberty tax
fraudulent checks being cashed
Service
in
Walls
at Easy Money in Paducah.
Detroit. Mich.
According to the MCSD press
Walls is currelease.
police
allege rently lodged in the McCracken
Christopher James Walls. 24. County Jail on a 55.000 bond.
went to Easy Money Express
He is charged with two counts
located on Park Avenue in of criminal possession of a
Paducah on May 7.and present- forged instrument in the 2nd
ed a check that was forged from degree. which is a Class D
Liberty Tax Service.
Felony, according to Det. Sarah
They also allege that Walls Martin with the MCSD.
attempted to cash a second
The McCracken County
check on May 8 at Easy Money Sheriff's Department was assistExpress on Alben Barkley ed by the Murray Police
Drive. and that Walls cashed Department, the Mayfield
fraudulent checks in Paducah. Police Department and the
May field And Murray.
Paducah Police Department.
All checks were over -$4.800
Individuals facing charges are
each. the MCSD reported.
innocent until proven guilty.
'I lie
NleCracken County

Tenn. colleges: Lowest tuition hike in years
NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP) Tennessee college students will
see a lower increase in tuition
thanks to improved state funding.
The Tennessee Board of
Regents Committee on Finance
and Business Operations this
%%ea recommended increases of
peri:ent for each of the state's
I 3 c.ommunit) colleges and I .4
to 6 percent for the Regents' six
unisersities.
The hill Board of Regents will

Dorothy Lucille Russell, 87. of the St. Denis community in
Hickman County. died Wednesday.June 5.2013.at 2:55 p.m. at the
Spring Creek Nursing and Rehab Facility in Murray. Ky.
She was a member of the St. Denis Catholic Church and was a
homemaker.
Mrs. Russell was preceded in death by her husband. William
Robert Russell: parents. Lawrence W. and Teresa Hobbs Ellegood:
son. William Lawrence Russell: daughter. Brenda Carol Russell:
six brothers, Howard. Peck, Earl. Buck. Bill and Rom Ellegood:
and three sisters. Lois Carter. Marie Ellegood and Sister Teresa Ann
Ellegood.
She is stir% ived by her daughter. Susan Williams and husband.
Terry. of Murray: six grandchildren: Ii great-grandchildren: and
one great-great-grandchild.
Funeral services will be held on Saturday. June 8.2013.at 1 1 a.m.
at the St. Denis Catholic Church. with Fr. Tom Buckman officiating. Burial will follow in the St. Denis Cemetery.
Visitation will be held after 5 p.m. on Friday. June 7. 2013. at
Brown Funeral Home in Mayfield. Prayers will be said at 6 p.m. on
Friday at the funeral home.
Pallbearers will be Steven Russell. Billy Russell, Riley Russell.
James Carter, Tim Carter and Eddie Wilson.
Arrangements are being handled by Brown Funeral Home.
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and approved by the General
Assembly
that
provided
increased general operating dollars for higher education for the
first time in more than a decade.

Investments Since 1854
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The recommendations are
lower than recent years because
of budget allocations recommended by Gov. Bill Ha-slam
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Dorothy Lucille Russell
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June 21.
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Summer Servants continues at Immanuel Lutheran
Special to the Ledger
Little Hands Storytime kicked
off its second annual Summer
Servants event Tuesday. June 4,
with activities at Emeritus, formerly Glendale Place. Each
week in June, children from
birth through 10 years old and
their parents are invited to participate. Each week has a theme
and collection related to
"Mighty Kingdom - Shielded by
His Love."
Registration begins each week
at 9 a.m. at Immanuel Lutheran
Church. where Little Hands
Storytime meets during the
school year. When going offsite, bus transportation will be
available, or families mayi drive
and meet the group. The sessions will conclude by 11:15
a.m., when buses return to
Immanuel Lutheran.
The schedule for the rest of the
weeks is as follows: Summer
Servants will go to the Murray
Housing Authority on Tuesdays.
June 11 and 18, for its
"Encourage One Another" and

Baby Registry
Tema Barr & Jamie Gipson
Alicia & John Bell
Laura & Travis Brown
Emily Carraway & Ben Ballard
Ashley & Justin Clark
Amy & Brian Edwards
Maggie & Kyle Erwin
Jessica A& Michael Flinn
Jessy & Seth French
Stacey & Michael Galloway
Candace Govern & Chad Henson
Cayla Guge & Zach Nelson
Jennifer & Danny Hart
Brittainy Henson & Brendan Nix
Ashiee & Bryan Hopkins
Brittney & Ryan Houston
Mindy & Andy Jackson
Heather & Jeff. Kirks
Whitney & Adam Lassiter
Lauralee & Jeremy Latimer
Samantha & William Lavender
Mogen & Luis Macias
Mandy Marler & Justin Tripp
Allie & Dustin McClain
Courtney & Kyle McKinney
Holly Morris & Jared Tabers
Krystian & Robert Payne
Ashlee Redden
Amber & Micah Richardson
Jessica & Jake Robinson
Jamie Rushing & Kenny McDougal
Carey & Isaiah Story
Stevie & Logan Stout
Megyn & Garth Tidwell
Lindsay & Zac Weaks
Cheyenne & Bobby Wilkerson
Nissa & Mark Wilson
Robyn & Jeremy Workman

Kale Dunn.
Community
editor
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Author to sign books

Photo provided
Julie Schroeder and John Pettit are pictured leading Little Hands Storytime participants in "I'm
In the Lord's Army" at Emeritus Tuesday, June 4. The storytime that typically meets during the
school year at ImMilnuel Lutheran Church is having a special Summer Servants series to
teach the children how they can serve in our community.
"God Leads the Way" weeks. on-site acti% ities. The last week.
For more information contact
They will collect cleaning sup- Tuesday. June 25, still be a Tricia Foster at tal_saskca hotplies for housing authority resi- wrap-up session at Immanuel mail.com or Julie Schroeder at
dents and participate in other Lutheran Church.
julieschmeder12(a'gmail.com.

curriculum was written by Dr.
offered.
Classes will be led by
Michael Popkin, president of
Additionally, the Active
Active Parenting Publishers. It JaneAnn Turner, coordinator of Parenting Now classes targeting
is included in the Substance The Anchor Youth Serv ices parents of children ages 5-12
Abuse and Mental Health Center. A meal will be provided will be held August 22, 29 and
Services Association's National each evening..A oni!-time fee of September 5. 12.. 19. and 26:
Registry of Evidence-Based $35 per person or $45 per cou- and November 7, 14. 21 and
Programs and Practices.
ple, covering meals and books, December 5. 12, and 19.
The six lesson topics include will be due at the first class at
To register for classes or for
the following: The Active 5:15 p.m. A certificate will be more information, call the
Parent, Winning Cooperation. provided upon completion of all Calloway County Extension
Responsibility and Discipline__ six classes. If one class is Office at 753-1452. Details can
Courage
Building
and missed, it must be made up dur- also be found at lutp://activeparMisbehavior, ing the next series of classes for en t ng .com ['Pa ren t s
Redirecting
Drugs, Sexuality, and Violence: parents of teens, w hich is not yet Find_Parenting_Class.
Reducing the Risks. Parts I and scheduled. No childcare w ill he

kickoff a the Harvest Land City
Apostolic/Prophetic
Gate
Training Center with the Ignite
the Light Conference,to be held
June 13-15.
Apostle Clay Nash and his
ministry team from The

CityGate at SouthaNen,
located on the corner_ of
will be the featured guest tor Plainview Drive 'and Doran
these events. Nash and his team Road at 1714 Plainview Dr..
will minister Friday and Murray. The public is invited to
Saturday, June 13 and 14, at 7 attend. For more information
p.m. and Saturday at 10 a.m.
contact Michael Richardson at
Harvest Land City Gate is (270) 293-5687

Merryman House seeking donations
Special to the Ledger
Merryman House Domestic
Crisis Outreach Office of
Calloway County has requested
donations of items for clients
who have been displaced from
their permanent homes due to
violence. Many of these individuals have children. Current

items needed are kitchen trash
bags, toilet pamper. paper towels.
razors, feminine hygiene products, shampoo and conditioner.
dish soap. laundry detergent
bleach, cleaning supplies and
old cell phones. For more information on how and where to
make a donation, all 759-2373.

The Calloway County Public Librarv
is proud to present a...

WRITING
WORKSHOP
Saturday, June 15
10:00-11:30 a.m.
in the Library Meeting Room
The workshop will be taught by Laura Anne Ewakl and will feature
information on how to Use Amazon's Createspace and Kindle:
other publishing options; local writer's groups and other
information regarding writing and publishing.
An. foidifi is a tOrmer librarian turned itet'ldfl(e writCf,
and indexer (aura holds drp•es in classical studiec rir.i
librar crience and oiganuational communicatiorf

Laura
erlii0I

Prs San(4 lion stated, "people often request
infwmation on how to not only begin writing but also
how to publish their work. Laura, a talented writer in
her into right, ian help them get started.' '

information or to register contact
Sandy Linn at 753-2288 or

All donations are tax deductible.
Merryman House is a United
Way agency.

e)uen/

sandy.linnaicallowaycountylibrary.org

CALLO WAY COUNTY
PUBLIC LIBRARY
• 10 Main Street
Murray. KY 42071

270-753-2288
www callowaycountylibrary or .

Murray native Kim Trevathan has recently published his third
book, "Liminal Zones: Where Lakes End and Rivers Begin"
(University of Tennessee Press). An author signing will be held
Friday. June 7. at the Murray State University Bookstore from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m.

Golden Pond reunion to be held
The annual Golden Pond area school reunion will be held
Saturday, June 8, at 10 a.m. at the LBL Fenton Airport Pavilion. A
potluck picnic will be held at noon. Former faculty members and
students of all area schools are invited to attend.

CH
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SBDM council to meet
The Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision Making
Council will hold a special called meeting Monday,June 10, at 12
p.m. in the SBDM Conference Room at the high school. The public is invited to attend.

Community breakfast to be held
Kirksey United Methodist Church will host their free monthly
community breakfast Saturday. June 8.from 8-10 a.m. Menu items
include eggs. bacon. sausage. gravy and biscuits. The public is
invited to attend. The church is located at 3691 Hwy. 299, Kirksey,
next to the county ballpark.

24771

10c
Disco

sdithCh
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Garden tour to be offered
The 10th annual Blooming Bardstown Garden Tour and
Marketplace. sponsored by the Kentucky Home Extension Master
Gardeners. w ill be held iliac 8, rain or shine. The self-guided tour
begins at the Extension Office at 317 S. Third St. in Bardstown and
runs from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. The Marketplace at the Extension Office
is open 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. with a silent auction, door prizes, a plant
sale and a bake sale. Tickets are $8 in advance or $10 on the day of
the tour: the Marketplace is free to attend. Call(502) 348-9204 for
more information.

'Hooked on Fishing' to be held

0141/

Fll
RE
But/din

"Hooked on Fishing. Not on Drugs,- an annual free kids'fishing
event, has been rescheduled for Saturday.June 8,from 8- I I a.m. at
Imes Farm on Hwy.641 N. Food and drinks will be provided, and
the first 50 to pre-register will receive a T-shirt. Applications can be
picked up from Walmart Sporting Goods, from the Park Office or
at w w.ccasap.com. Walk-ins are welcome.

East Mi

Veterans assistance available
Veterans and`their families will be provided free counseling and
assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits.
Appointments are available Monday, June 10, at the Mayfield VA
Clinic, located at 1253 Paris Road. To schedule an appointment
visit the clinic or call (270) 247-2455.

Downtown Saturday Market to be held
The Dow ntown Saturday Market will be June 8 from 7 a.m. to
12 p.m. on the south side of the court square. Items available will
include ripe tomatoes,squash.onions,farm-raised beef,fresh country sausage, eggs. baked goods. fresh breads, organic soap and
handcrafted items. For vendor into contact Murray Main Street at
(270)759-9474.

111

LBL/TVA to hold reunion

geemthciers
The following is a reminder
of an event scheduled this weekend that was recently published
in the Murray Ledger & Times:

A reunion will be held for all Land Between the
Likes/Tennessee Valley Authority former employees Saturday.
June IS. at 4 p.m. at the Fenton Pavilion in LBL. A potluck supper
will begin at 5 p.m. Bring lawn chairs. Paper goods. plastic utensils
and drinks will be provided. For more information call Barbara
Futrell at(270)522-6851 or email bjfutrell att.net.
MWC to hold membership showcase
The Murray Woman's Club invites new and former members to
the Membership Showcase, to be held Sunday, June 9, at 2 p.m. at
the MWC clubhouse, 704 Vine St. Attendees will learn about the
club and its mission. Refreshments will be served.

Jessica G. Johnson, daughter of Jimmy and Karon Johnson
of Murray, and Adam D. Giles,
son of Dorothy Butler and the
Butler
Charles
of
late
Discover Wickliffe Day to be held
Ala..
Hanceville,
Loria
Discover Wickliffe Day is June 8 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Vendors
Blackwood of Oneonta, Ala., will be set up in several locations throughout Wickliffe selling
and Mark Giles of Cullman. crafts, food, antiques and other goods. This event is held in conAla., will be married Saturday, junction with the Wickliffe Mounds State Historic Site's "Family
June 8. at 4 p.m. at First Baptist Fun Archaeological Day." The public is invited to attend.
Church. All family and friends
Poplar Spring to hold VBS
are invited.
"Athens: Paul's Dangerous Journey to Share the Truth" will be
Don/ and Linda Murdock held at Poplar Spring Baptist Church June 10-14. Families will step
will celebrate their 50th wed- back in time at Athens. Events will include a marketplace. songs.
ding anniversary with a recep- games.snacks and more. Families may attend either a morning sestion Sunday, June 9, from 2-4 sion from 9-11:30 a.m. or an evening session from 6;8:30 p.m.
p.m. at Northside Baptist daily. A June 15 commencement service at 4:30 p.m. will be folChurch Fellowship Hall. All lowed by a community fish fry at 6 p.m. For more information call
friends and relatives are invited 436-2564 or 293-8367.
to attend. The couple requests
'Furniture for Families' needed
no gifts.
The Gentry House is seeking donations of gently used furniture
and appliances for families who are living in its transitional shelter.
R I(7/4
Also needed are trac phones. Representatives will pick items up, if
needed. Receipts of donations for tax purposes will also be provided. To donate items,contact Wendy or Michael at 761-6802 or theTHEATIIES
gentryhouseWgmail.com.
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For more

"Home of All Things Nursery"
209 N. 12th St.• Murray.
753-7534
bbitmurra .com
www

The Daughters of the American Revolution
invites the public to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the marking of the Daniel Boone Trail.
A celebration will be held at Wrather West
Kentucky Museum Auditorium Monday. June
10. at 4 p.m. with Randell Jones. author of "In
the Footsteps of Daniel Boone," as the keynote
speaker. The event is free and open to the public.

Retired Teachers
Association will meet Monday. June 10, at the
Murray Woman's Club clubhouse at 11:30 a.m.
be "Investment Strategies." Calloway County
will
program
The
School retirees will serve a light lunch. All members are encouraged to attend.

hunt k free of harge but Pre-Registration is required.

Children's Clothing & Accessories

DATEBOOK

Datebook

Ignite the Light conference to be held
Special to the Ledger
Harvest Land Ministries
International is announcing the

email: communitynewsOmurrayiedger.corn

Jones to be keynote speaker

Active Parenting of Teens course to be offered
Special to the Ledger
An upcoming series of Active
Parenting. Now classes will
focus on the parenting of teens
and tweens. The classes begin
June I I and will continue for six
weeks, meeting on Tuesdays,
June II, 18.25 and July 2, 16,
and 23 from 5:30-8 p.m. at the
Calloway County Extension
Office.
The Active Parenting Now
series of lessons is a videobased interactive learning experience that teaches a comprehensive model of parenting. The

Murray

For movies & showtimes
Call theatre line at 753-8084
or call our 24 hour info line
at 753-3314
On your computer or smartphone
go to the Chen website at
WWW.moviesinmurray.com

AN movies ;resented in
H1-Def Digital Projection
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Home Decor •Wreaths • Furniture • Metal

25% Off Everything!
Luau Summer Sale Coming June 14 & 15
Hours Thurs., Fri., Sat & Mon 10.00du-S-00ood,
Sun 1:100m--4:00ou

Southside Shopping Center
615 South 12th St., Suite F &

$25
Door Prize
Weekly!
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MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY
CHURCH
DIRECTORY
This
local church directory is brought to you by these businesses who encourage all to attend worship services.
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CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
III North 5th Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:15 a.m.

DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
97 West Drive • Dexter
Sunday School 10.00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11 00 a.m & 600 p.m

MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Campus Ministry to Students of MSU
1508 Chestnut Street
Sunday & Wednesday Worship 7-00 p m.

EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
2191 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10.00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES

ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
6483 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 9-00 a.m
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m & 6.00 pm.

FAITH MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Highway 641 to Brandon Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10'00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11.00 a.m & 630 p.m.

Murray
753-9383

Bulletin
SIKA.1001,1

FITTS BLOCK 6
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete

East Main Street

753-3540

4Phornton
TILE 8, MARBLE

Our Showroom Is Open Mon.-Fri. 8-4:001

612 South 9th Street • 753-5719
Hwy. 641 South
Bel-Air Center
Murray

sAl=E

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 South 4th Street
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:30 a.m.,
11:00 a.m. & 6.00 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
1406 Flint Road
Sunday School 10.00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:45 p.m.
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST
711 River Road
Sunday School 11:15 a.m.
Wednesday Youth & Adult Bible Study 630 p.m.
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BAPTIST (cont.)
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
8400 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11.00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Open 800-500
Atonckw-Saturday
24 HR. EMERGENCY

Discount
with Church

•

1804 State Route 121 North • Murray
(270)753-8888

Larisa Bierds, DVM

1Cli

753-0440

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
617 South 9th Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m
Sunday Worship 1045 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCH
6867 US Hwy_ 641 North • Hardin
Sunday School 800. 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 800, 915. 10 30 a.m. & 600 p.m
HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
301 Gilbert Street • Hazel
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10.30 a.m. & 6:30 p m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST CHURCH
263 Backusburg Road • Kirksey
Sunday Worship 11 00 am & 6 30 pm
LOCUST GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
1871 Locust Grove Road
Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11 .00 a m & 6•00 pm.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
906 Main Street
Sunday School 9 40 a m
Sunday Worship 10:50 a m & 6.00 pm
MT_ HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
200 Walnut Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL BAPTIST CHURCH
2755 State Route 121 South
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.& 6.00 p.m.

1111:1111

LEDGER&TIMES
1001 Whitnell Drive • INIorra
(270) 753- 1916
11%1ViAlll1 rrayledgencom

.'Corners one
Lawn Care
Integrity. Commitment. Rock-solid setvice.

761-LAWN

www.murraykylawncare.com
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EMMANUEL MISSIONARY BAPTIST
1614 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10 .00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1 -00 a m & 6-00 p.m

753-4830
2477 State Route 94 East • Murray
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CHINESE • AMERICAt. • JAPANESE
Over 180 Items... ALL YOU CAN EAT
The Largest Chinese Buffet in Murray!
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270-753-2411
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NORTHSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
884 Radio Road • Almo
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6.00 p.m
NEW PROVIDENCE BAPTIST CHURCH
90 Providence Lane • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m & 6:00 p.m.
OLD SALEM ROAD
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2447 Old Salem Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
OWENS CHAPEL BAPTIST CHURCH
6504 Airport Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
POPLAR SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
749 Poplar Spring Drive
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:45 a m., 11 00 a in & 6 00 p re

FERN fEKR.St.t OF MIL KRAY.
SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
1034 Browns Grove Road • Lynn Grove
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1030 a.m. & 600 p.m.

(2701 753-7109
%%11..temterrace.«im

Karen Clover
Admoli,,trator
150'; Statlium \let+ Dr •
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SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
2317 Hwy. 641 North
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
SINKING SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
4185 Wiswell Road West
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 600 p.m_
SPRING CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
995 Spring Road Almo
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1000 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

\r.i mita! msa. awl .4her ofirr,
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ADVEN 1 IS I s
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
1408 Sycamore
Saturday Worship 9 30 a m
Saturday Sabbath School 10:30 a m

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
2771 State Route 94 East
Sunday Worship 10.30 a m. & 6:00 p.m.

BAPTIST
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
232 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday School 1000 a.m
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. 4600 pm
BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST CHURCH
Dunbar Road (Hwy. 444) • New Concord
Sunday Worship 11 -00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER BAPTIST CHURCH
822 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11'00 am. & 6:00 p.m.
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ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST
122 Spruce Street
Sunday School 930 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
SUGAR CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
1888 Faxon Road
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
1483 Bazzell Cemetery Road
Sunday School 1000 a m
Sunday Worship 11:00 am & 6:00 p.m

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
1634 Main Street
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10.30 a.m.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
955 Almo Road • Almo
Sunday Bible School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
8467 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:15 a.m & 1:00 p.m.
DEXTER CHURCH OF CHRIST
157 Walnut Street South . Dexter
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6.00 p.m.
FRIENDSHIP CHURCH OF CHRIST
50 Kirk Ridge Road
Sunday Bible Study 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
1101 Glendale Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST
3980 Murray-Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 600 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH OP-CHRIST
301 Center Street • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 a.m
Sunday Worship 950 a.m. & 600 p.m.
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
976 Jackson Road • Almo
Sunday Bible Class 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
3923 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10.00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
MT OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
586 Parker Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
NEW CONCORD CHURCH OF CHRIST
121 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 600 p.m.

LI 1111 R
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH
100 South 15th
Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10-30 a.m.

METHODIST

BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
4211 Brooks Chapel Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10'00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11 .00 a.m.
& 151l3rd Sun. at 600 p.m
COLDWATER UNITED METHODIST
8317 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11 00 am. & 6:00 p.m.

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED METHODIST
5161 Radio Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
503 Maple Street
Sunday School 9:50 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:45 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED METHODIST
84 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
GOSHEN UNITED METHODIST
4726 State Route 121 North Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9.00 a.m.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
505 Main Street • Hazel
Sunday Worship 9:45 a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED METHODIST
2705 Almo Road • Dexter
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
KIRKSEY UNITED METHODIST
3665 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
LYNN GROVE UNITED METHODIST
37 Browns Grove Road
Sunday School 9_00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:30 a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LDS
602 South 16th Street
Sacrament Meeting 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School 11.10 a.m.

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
1620 West Main Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

PALESTINE UNITED METHODIST
2356 Palestine Church Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
229 Rowlett Trail
Sunday School 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:30 a.m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
UNITED METHODIST
5671 Crossland Road
Sunday School 945 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m
TEMPLE HILL UNITED METHODIST
3878 Almo-Shiloh Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m.

CALVARY TEMPLE
2645 Hwy. 641 South
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. 46.30 p.m.

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
207 Robertson Road South
Sunday School 930 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Corner of 3rd & Maple
Sunday Worship 10 30 am

C VUHOLIC

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES

ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 North 12th Street
Saturday Mass 5 00 pm.
Sunday Mass 8 00 a m 4 11 .00 am

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
1052 State Route 121 North
Public Talk 930 a m
Watchtower Study 10-30 a m

/94-/
Our Family Is Here iv Help lours ,
1707 W. \lain • Mtirra • 270-753-1962
callowaymonumentco.murray-ky net
www.callowaymonumentcompany.com
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208 South 6th Street • Murray. KY

5a,tv Life
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COMPANY

Office Technology Specialists
1-800-858-0492
1393 Stale Route 45 North • Mayfield. KY
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FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
",3placefor fife cEanyiny reicilionsSips."

203 South 41h Street • NItirra
270-753-1854 • ‘i wss.lbeniurra.org
I have shewed you all things, how that
so labouring ye ought to support the
weak,and to remember the words ofthe
Lord Jesus, how he said. It is more
blessed to give than to receive.
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CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
502 North LP Miller Street
Sunday Bible School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:30 a.m. & 700 p.m.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
411 Maple Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10 00 a.m.

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.

Church of Christ

BETHEL PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
407 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

WEST FORK MISSIONARY BAPTIST
5179 Hwy_ 121 North
Sunday Worship 11 .00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m

BANQUET ROOM FACILITIES
15o1 N. 121H ST.• MURR 11 • 953-4521

PENTECOSTAI.

INDEPENDENT

HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
5623 Hwy. 641 North
Sunday Praise/Worship
1030 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

J‘eilAhlc IUCM141 ,SAUI thi1 11:151-3:011
114airs: itics.-"I'llur, 11-9. Fri. & sat. 11- 19. Sun. 11-9

Glendale Road

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
1201 South 16th Street
Children's Sunday School 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:Y30 a.m.

HARVEST LAND CITY GATE
1714 Plainview Drive
Wednesday Worship 6:30 p.m.
Saturday Worship 6-00 p.m.

Specializing in Steaks, Pasta, Salads & Sandwiches
I umh Menu Arming :a

Act 20:35

WAYMEN CHAPEL
407 Barnett Street • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
9950 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10.00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a m. & 6:00 p.m.

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
83 Honeybee Lane
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 6:00 p.m.

TOM'S GRILLE

HOWARD

MASONS CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
84 Murray Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10.00 a.m
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

WILLIAMS CHAPEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
7793 State Route 94 West
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

11-9, I

506 N. 12th St. • Olympic Plaza • Murray
Carry Out Available... 270-753-9411

Rehabilitation Services

PLEASANT VALLEY. CHURCH OF CHRIST
51 Oakcrest Drive
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

WEST MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Corner of Doran Road & Holiday Rd.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Pi:za • Pasta • Samtiviches • Salads

COLES CAMPGROUND
UNITED METHODIST
1449 Coles Campground Road
Sunday School 9:50 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:50 a.m.

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
1619 Martin Chapel Road
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:00 a.m.

UNIVERSITY CHURCH OF CHRIST
801 North 12th Street
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1000 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

' 4%7

flours Wes

BETHEL UNITED METHODIST
1267 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:30 a.m.
& 2nd/4th Sun at 6:00 p.m

NEW PROVIDENCE CHURCH OF CHRIST
60 Christian Lane • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 900 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 500 p.m.

UNION GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
2081 Poor Farm Road
Sunday Bible Class 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1050 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Joi

(
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1101 Glendale Rd • Murray. 753-3714
www glendaleroadchtirch org
205 N. 12th St.

k.

KFC

Murray
753-7101

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
505 Rockhouse Drive • Almo
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 600 p.m.

PRESBN 1 ER1 kN

FAITH TABERNACLE CHURCH
525 Peeler Road • Dexter
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 700 p m

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
1601 Main Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m.

MURRAY FIRST UNITED PENTECOSTAL
1445 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10.00 a m.
Sunday Worship 600 p.m.
NEW CONCORD UNITED PENTECOSTAL
166 Dunbar Road • New Concord
Sunday Worship 10-00 a m & 6-00 p.m
NEW JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
2604 Highland Road
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
8667 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
2129 Graham Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 am

p.m.

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
601 North 18th Street
Sunday School 10.00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10 50 a.m. & 6 p.m.

UNITY CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
1929 East Unity Church Road • Hardin
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11 .00 a.m. & 6:3Lp.m
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Church Bulletins
Various
churches
hate
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:.
North
Pleasant
Grove
Cumberland l'resbyterian:
Rev. Charles Wellfall. pastor.
will speak at the II a.m. worship service.
Sinking Spring Baptist: Carl
Butler. pastor, will speak at the
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School is at 10
a.m.
Dexter Baptist: Bn). David
Little. pastor, will speak at both
the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services. Sunday School is at 10
a.m.
Spirit of Christ: - Kevin
Trebing. pastor. will speak at the
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services.-Sunday School is at 9:45
a.m. Wednesday. Bible Study is
at 7 p.m. For more information
call 761-4815.
kirksey United Methodist
Church: Bro. David Allbritten.
pastor, will speak at the II a.m.
worship service. Sunday School
is at 10 a.m. Their website is
vt. w.kirksey u mc.org. For more
information call (270) 4892910.
Palestine United Methodist
Church: The church is located
ab it five minutes from
Kentucky Lake just off of U.S.
I Issy. 80 on Palestine Church
Road in east Calloway County.
Old Salem Road Missionary
Baptist Church. Sunday's sen-ice is at 11 a.m. The church is
located 2447 Old Salem Road.
Murray.
Grove
Lynn
United
Methodist Church: Sunday
School is at 9 a.m. Worship is at

9:30 a.m. Bible Study is at the In Faith" with scripture from
church every first and third Ephesiains 5:1-2, 15-21 at the
Wednesday night at 6 p.m. The 8:30 and 11 a.m. worship servicchurch is located just off U.S. es. There will be a vesper servHwy. 94 W. in the Lynn ,Grove ice at 5 p.m. Bible Study is at
community at 37 Browns Grove 9:45 a.m.
•
Road.
South
Pleasant
Grove
St. Leo Parish: A culturally United Methodist: Pastor
diverse Catholic community. Eugene Nichols will speak on
empowered by the Holy Spirit, "The Truth Seen" with scripture
is committed to worshipping from Luke 7:11-17 at the 10:45
God and providing for the spiri- a.m. worship service. Greeters
tual development of the parish will be Charles and Jane
and the larger community Jackson. Acolytes will be
through liturgy, service and Samantha Paschall and Leana
evangelization. Vigil Mass is at Rogers. Dana Nichols will
5 p.m. Saturday. A Spanish deliver the aildren's message.
Mass is at 6:30 p.ni. Saturday. Darcie Liddle will teach chilSunday Masses are at 8 a.m. and dren's church. Ashley Jackson
11 a.m.
,will keep the nursery. Sunday
Bethany Baptist Church: school begins at 9:45 a.m. Choir
Sunday School is at 10 a.m. practice is at 5 p.m.
Pastor David Cunningham leads
First Christian (Disciples):
morning worship at 11 a.m. and The Rev. Dr. Ruth Ragovin.senan evening service at 6 p.m. ior minister, will speak on
Prayer service is at 5:30 p.m. "From
Persecutor
to
The church. is located at 232 Proclaimer!" with
scripture
Artesian Dr.. New Concord.
from Galatians 1:11-24 at the
Glendale Road Church of 10:15 a.m. worship service.
Christ: Jason Hart, minister. Special music by John Roark
will speak about "Left Behind- will be "I Believe.- Assisting
with scripture from Hebrews will be Fulton Hart. worship
3:16-19 at the 9 a.m. worship leader: Dan McKee! and Gary
service. At the 6 p.m. worship White. communion elders; and
Service he will speak about Teresa Nixon, Kandi Dawson,
"Singing Night- with scripture Gideon Miller. Roger Miller and
from Psalm 41LI -3. Assisting Elizabeth Roberts. diaconate.
will be Todd Walker, associate Sunday School is at 9 a.m.
minister/song leader. Garry .• Goshen United Methodist:
Evans, involvement minister. The Rev. David Allbritten, pasJim Green. Tommy Phillips. tor, will speak on "News Flash:
Donnie Winchester. Vernon Jesus Raises Dead Man- at the 9
Gantt. James Gibson, Keith a.m worship service with scripYork. Jimmy Ragsdale. Siete ture from Luke 11-17. Jo Lovett
Roberson and Taylor Grady. and Nancy Thurmond will serve
Bible classes begin at 10:15 a.m. as greeters. Brittany Lane and
First Baptist: Guest speaker Emily Brunn will serve as
Jon Barron will speak on "Walk acolytes. Ashley Barnard will

dein er the children's message. gym. Deacons of the week will Chris Hays will lead closing
The choir will be directed by
be Don Rogers and David prayer. Danny Claiborne is song
Tina Sexton with Pat Brunn, Smotherman. Greeters will be leader. Sunday
ool is at 9
Ken Claud. Renee Doyle. or David and Michelle sman,Jim a.m.
Carla Halkais as accompanist. and Rowina Wilburn,and Linda
Hazel Chore of Christ:
The Sunday night Bible study
Gallimore, minister.
Mackie
minister
Avery. Scott Douglas is
for both Kirksey and Goshen to students, Mike Crook is min- will speak about "The Baptisms
churches will meet at Goshen at ister of music and Penny of the Bible- with scripture
6 p.m. Sunday school will be at Perkins is children's minister. from Matthew 28:18-20 at the'
10:15 a.m.
9:50 a.m. worship service. He
Sunday School is at 9:30 a.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist: Bro.
Memorial Baptist: Martin will speak on "The Day of
John Denham. pastor, will speak Severns. pastor, will speak at Deliverance- with
scripture
about "Grace in Action- with
the 8:30 a.m.. 10:50 a.m., and 6 from Exodus 12:1-14 at the 6
scripture from Hosea 3 at the the
p.m. services. Bible Study is at p.m. evening service.
11 a.m. worship service and 9:40 a.m. Wednesday night
Northside Baptist Church:
"Matters of Trust and Timing" prayer meeting and Bible study Pastor Brett Miles will speak at
with scripture from John 7:1-9 begins at 6:30 pin, in the fel- the 10 a.m. worship service and
at the 6 p.m. worship service. lowship hall. There are chil- at the Sunday evening service.
Sunday School is at 10 a.m. with dren's and youth classes also. Larry and Cindy Crouse are
Jimmy Rickman.director, open- The college Bible study' begins greeters. Megan Logue will proing. Kevin Crawford is music at 8 p.m. The church is located side special music. Max
director with Mary Davis and
McGinnis is worship leader.
at 906 Main St.
Glenda Rowlett. musicians. The
First United Methodist: Dr. Pamela Seward is pianist and
youth group will leave* for
Rick Dye. senior pastor. will Janet Arnold is organist. Sunday
Centrifuge Monday.
speak about "God Has No School is at 9 a.m. AWANAS.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Favorites- with scripture from youth groups. Bible study and
Cunningham. pastor. will speak
Luke 7:11-17 at the 8:45 a.m. prayer will be held Wednesday
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. early light service and 11 a.m. at 7 p.m.
sen ices. Dwain McClard will traditional service. Acolytes
Friendship
Church
of
serve as Deacon of the Week. will he Hannah and Mallory Christ: Charles Taylor will
Assisting
will
be
Phil
Moore. Susan Blackford is teach the 10 a.m. adult Bible
McCuiston.
Billy
Joe Praise 'learn director. Dr. study class with scripture from
Chadwick. Mike Da% is. Shawn
Pamela Wurgler is Chancel John I and will speak on "I Got
Gardner. Donnie Houston. Allen
Choir director and Joan Bowker the Joy- with scripture from
Leslie. Chris Norsworthy and
is organist. Sunday School is at Philippians 4 at the 11 a.m. worJerry Tabers. ushers. Sunday 9:50 a.m. ship service. He will speak on
School is at 9:30 a.m.
University
Church , of -"Peter's Report- with scripture
Westside Baptist: Senior pas- Christ: Charley Bazzell. pulpit from Acts II at the 6 p.m. sert tor Matt Ellis will speak on "The
minister, will speak on "God's ice.
Preeminence Of Jesus" with Set Apart People- at the 10 an:.
First Presbyterian: The Res.
scripture from Colossians 1:15worship service with scripture Carol S. Wade will speak on "A
20 at the 10:30 a.m. worship from Philippians 4:21-22 and on Handful of Meal- at the 10 a.m.
service. Special4 music will be "The Power of.Words- at the 5 worship service with scripture
"Who Can Satisfy My Soul Like
p.m. worship service with scrip- from Psalm 146'and 1 Kings
Your with Jill Herndon. ture from Ephesians 4:29. 17:8-16. The choir will sing
soloist. At 6 p.m. evening wor- Randy Dunn will lead opening "Hymn of Promise.- Chris
ship a welcome reception for the
prayer. Jake Hunter will be the Mitchell is interim choir direcEllis family will be held in the
Bible reader. Gene Cattenon tor. Accompanist is Christy
will preside at the Lord's Table. D'Ambrosio.

Fighting over an inheritance discussed
Question: What would
Jesus say about the battles
some people engage in over an
inheritance? How can this
kind of thing be avoided?
Answer: It is not uncommon
to hear of
families
fighting over
large
or
small inherit a nces.
Arguments
over money
and possessions from
What Would an inheriJesus Do? tance can
cause bitterBy Richard
Youngblood. ness. separate siblings
Minister of
create
or
University
strain
Church of
between a
Christ
surviving
parent and other relatives for the
remainder of their lives. Jesus
teaches us that the way to avoid
this kind of dispute is to deal

with the problem of greed.
merry." But God said to him: pared for himself(Luke 15:20).
One time a man came to "You fool! This very night your In the Old Testament, Solomon
Jesus and said,"Teacher,tell my life will be demanded from you. explained:"I hated all the things
brother to divide the inheritance Then who will get what you I had toiled for under the sun,
with me- (Luke 12:13). Jesus have prepared for yourself!" because I must leave them to the
saw that the real issue was not Jesus added that "This is how it one who contes-after me. And
legal rights but greed. Thus, he will be with anyone who stores who knows whether he will be a
refused to get involved in their up things for himself but is not wise man or a fool? Yet he will
feud. As long as both brothers rich toward God"(Luke 12:16- have control over all the.work
suffered from greed, no settle- 20).
into which I have poured my
ment would satisfy them (cf.
From this parable we can see effort and skill under the sunEcclesiastes
5:10-11 ). that focus on self to the neglect (Ecclesiastes 2:18-21).
Therefore. Jesus said to the of God and others is a major
Relationships are too imporbrothers. "Watch out! Be on problem for greedy persons. tant to allow a battle over an
your guard against all kinds of The farmer was not called fool- inheritance to drive us apart
greed; a man's life does not con- ish because he was rich or from loved ones and friends.
sist in the abundance of his pos- because he was planning for the We need one another more than.
sessions"(Luke 12:15). .
future. He was foolish because we need the inheritance. The
To illustrate the problem of he thought only of himself. Bible also teaches that it is betgreed with an inheritance. Jesus Eleven times he used the words ter to be wronged and cheated
told a parable about a rich man "I" and "my." Greed tends to than to
o cheat and do wrong to
whose crops produced more drive people into a self-centered another person, especially a
than he had place to store. He isolation and misery. Jesus also Christian brother (1 Corinthians
decided to tear down his barns called upon the rich farmer to 6:7-8). At another time, Jesus
and build bigger ones to store consider what would happen to said."It is more blessed to give
his grain. Then he said to him- his riches when his present life than to receive- (Acts 20:35).
self: "You have plenty of good ended. Then his riches will do In contrast to this, a greedy perthings laid up for many years. him no more good and someone son is self-centered and selfish.
Take life easy; eat, drink and be else will have what he had pre- Is it not wiser to share generously with others during life than
greedily grab and store for self
and pass it on to another greedy
fool when the end of life comes?
The Bible teaches that all
greedy persons, along with all
immoral and impure idolaters,
Brother Claiborne has
will have no inheritance in the
Brother Claiborne has
been honored as a
kingdom of God. Instead, they
been preaching foi the
will become the objects of
Teacher of the Year at
God's wrath (Ephesians 5:5:
Freed-Hardeman
past 67 years, much of
Colossians 3:5-6). On the other
University and has been
which has been done in
hand, those who faithfully folawarded an Honorary
the Murray area. He has
low Jesus may or may not
Doctorate (LL.D.)at FHU.
done extensive radio
receive many possessions in this
The International Gospel
world; but they will receive "an
preaching since 1947,
Hour is now on close
inheritance that can never pertaught at various public
to 200 radio stations
ish, spoil or fade-kept in heavacross America. Plan
schools and Christian
en for you-( I Peter 1:3-4).
to attend and hear him as
Universities. He has also
(Send questions or comthe
discusses
he
to University Church of
ments
written several books.
Truth of God.
Christ. 801 N. 12th, Murray.
KY 42071 or phone 270-7531881.- This article is reproon
duced
the
web:
Preacher, Lecturer and Author
www.nchrist.org I

Hear The Gospel of Christ
Presented by a Servant of God

WINFORD CLAIBORNE

June 9 - 12, 2013
Sunday Services: Classes 10:00 AM & 7:30 PM
Monday-Wednesday: 7:00 PM

Union Grove Church of Christ
2081 Poor Farm Road, Murray, KY

Everyone is Cordially Invited to Attend

n7.• I

The ear that
heareth the reproof
of life abideth
among the wise.
Proverbs 15 31
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Poplar Spring to h

VBS

A summer family et cut called "Athens: Paul's Dangerous
Journey to Share the Truth- wilLbe held at Poplar Spring Baptist
Church June 10- I 4. Families step back in time at Athens,exploring
some of the adventures the Apostle Paul faced. Events include a
marketplace. songs, games. snacks and more. Families may attend
either a morning session from 9-11:30 a.m. or an evening session
from 6-8:30 p.m. daily. A June 15 commencement service at 4:30
p.m. will be followed by a community fish fry at 6 p.m. For more
information call 436-2564 or 293-8367.

Union Grove to hold special services
Union Grove Church of Christ. 2081 Poor Fan:: Road, Murray.
will hold special services with guest speaker Bro. Winford
Claiborne June 9-12. Claiborne has been honored as a Teacher of
the Year at Freed-Hardeman University and is the author of set eral
btioks. Sunday services will be at 10 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.. and
Monday-Wednesday services will be held at 7 p.m. The public is
invited to attend.

Aurora Baptist to hold VBS
Aurora Baptist Church. 16236 U.S. Hwy. 68 E., Hardin, will
hold Vacation Bible School Monday through Friday. June I0-14„
from 6-8:45 p.m. The theme will be "Colossal Coaster World:
Facing Fear. Trusting God- Classes will be available for toddlers,
pre-teens, teenagers and adults. Supper will be provided. For a ride
call (270)474-8043. For more information call (270)350-5851

Ignite the Light conference to be held

June 7th

5,9(
Attached

Of Of
(CII

Lynn

Self S

270-51'
Cliff & t.4

Harvest Land Ministries International will hold the kickoff' of
the Harvest Land City Gate Apostolic'Prophetic Training Center
with the Ignite the Light Conference,to be held June 13-15. Apostle
Clay Nash and his ministry team from The CityGate at Southaven.
Miss., will be the featured guests for these events. Nash and his
team will minister Friday and Saturday. June 13 and 14, at 7 p.m.
and Saturday at 10 a.m. Harvest Land City Gate is locatedimi the
corner of Plainview Drive and Doran Road at 1714 Plainview Dr..
Murray. The public is invited to attend. For more information contact Michael Richardson at (270) 293-5687.

Good Shepherd to hold farewell luncheon
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church, 84 Cherry Corner
Road, Murray, will hold a farewell luncheon for Bro. Gene Burkeen
and his wife. Micki.on Sunday. June 9. The potluck luncheon will
be held at 12 p.m..following the 11 a.m, worship service. The public is invited to attend.

Locust Grove to host VBS
Locust Grove Baptist Church will host Colossal Coaster World
Vacation Bible School for kids 3 years through 6th grade June 1014 from 6-8 p.m. There will be games. activities. supper. Bible
study. extreme worship and more. All children and families are
invited to participate each evening. For 'more information visa
www.locustgrovemurray.
cg or call Pastor Ryker at 227-5988.

Farmington B ptist to hold VBS

Farmington Baptist Church will hold Vacation Bible School
Sunday, June 9. through Thursday, June 13. from 6-8:30 p.m. The
ctfurch is located at 293 Hawshaw St.. Farmington.

Brooks Chapel to hold homecoming
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church in Dexter will celebrate
117 years in ministry with their annual homecoming Sunday, June
9. Sunday school begins at 10 a.m. worship led by the Rev. Jason
W. Jones begins at II a.m., and a meal will be shared afterward.
Donations to the cemetery fund will be accepted as well. The public is invited to attend. For more information call (270)978-2815.
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Tax liens have been filed with the Calloway County Clerk's Office
against the f011owing named persons or properties. Total amounts
include 10'; penalties.
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Practical Dental Assistant Training
Registration

is

now open'

First class is Sept 7th
This training course is held on Saturdays for
11 weeks allowing you to keep your present
lob while you gain skills for a rewarding
career in the dental field

Information on the class, financing
options and Registration forms
available online at
www.smilepaducah.com
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s, exploring
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FRESH COUNTRY
SAUSAGE &
FARM RAISED BEEF
Saturday
Downtown Market
Corner of 5th &
Maple
STUBBLEFIELD
FARM
753-3187

KWIK Kleen
800 Coldwater Rd
270-226-1092
M-F, 8AM-4PM
-Car detailing
-Basic car washing
-Residential pressure
washing
-On-duty mechanic
Daily Specials'

Help Wanted

McNeill Labor Management. Inc . Belle Glade.
FL. is now hiring 49 temporary Corn
Detasselers to work in Mason and Tazewell
Counties. II from 6/24/2013 to 8/5/2013
Hourly wage of S11 74 or piece rates ranging
from S10 0010 S40.00 per acre to detassel corn,
whichever is higher Manually detassel seed
corn from seed corn production fields.
Prolonged bending and reaching.
requires extensive walking over uneven ground
in either dusty or muddy conditions. Work is in
inclement weather, especially extreme
temperatures including high heat and
humidity Three quarters of an average of 38.5
hrs./wk guaranteed. Tools, supplies, and
equipment provided at no cost
Housing provided at no cost if outside
commuting area If applicable, transportation
and subsistence expense to the Job will be
paid upon completion of 50 percent of the
employment period. or earlier
Apply for this lob at the nearest office
of the SWA in the state in which this ad
appeared or contact the Peoria IDES Office.
406 Elm Street, Peoria. IL. 61605.
(309) 495-8955 JO# IL 848533

OPEN HOUSE
345 Robertson Rd South
June 7th & June 8th June 21st & June 22nd
1.00P.M. - 5 00P M
Sealed bid
5.967 acres & 2,308sg.ft home
3/4BR, 2.5BA, 2 fireplaces
Attached 1CG. sc.feened patio, wood deck
Bid package available
Westside Baptist Church
or online @ www.wbcmurray.org
(click resources then ADMIN)
270-753-8240
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Self Storage
270-519-0143

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month Free!
•New Climate Control
Available
.24/7 Surveillance
•Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
270-485-6122
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Appliances

McNeill Labor Management, Inc , Belle Glade.
FL. is now hiring 49 temporary Corn
Detasselers to work in Bureau. Whiteside. Lee
and La Salle Counties, II from 7/5/2013 to
8/52013 Hourly wage of $11.74 or piece rates
ranging from S10 00 to $4000 per acre to
detassel corn, whichever is higher Manually
detassel seed corn by finding the tassel, pulling
it off, and throwing it on the ground; remove s.
rogue plants. weeds and volunteer corn plants
from seed corn production fields Prolonged
bending and reaching. requires extensive
walking over uneven ground in either dusty or
muddy conditions Work is in inclement
weather, especially extreme temperatures
including high heat and humidity Three quarters of an average of 38 5 hrs ,wk guaranteed.
Tools. supplies and equipment provided at nQ
cost Housing provided at no cost if outside
commuting area If applicable, transportation
and subsistence expense to the job will be paid
upon completion of 50 percent of the employment period or earlier Apply for this lob at the
nearest office of the SWA in the state in which
this ad appeared or contact the Peoria IDES
Office. 406 Elm Street, Peoria, IL, 61605,('3091
495-8955-J0# IL 889338

Infinity Group

Currently has an opening for a

Assembly Workers in the Murray area

Registered Nurse

060
Help Wanted

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
ASSISTANT Manager
Bring resume and references
Penn
to
Station at 110 S 12th
Street See General
Manager

BOOT Leg Lounge
1300 N 16th St
Will take applications
for Cooks Servers. &
Bar Tenders 6,10-6/14
2pm-5pm at the
Lounge location See
Rob or Corey for appli
cation

Mngr..
Asst.
DELI
Prefer experience with
ordering,
inventory,
trucks Full-time position with benefits Apply
at Food Giant in
Murray, KY
,
RUN fireworks tent
students.
Teachers,
unemployed, churches
encouraged to apply
Eddyville,
Mayfield,
Morganfield,
Providence 270-7267754

When accessing the
'help %anted- section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
11111T1:1\ ledger cont.
5011 skill he redirected
to lohneivi.ork cum
delault.
Stiiri'jt, and 1111;31 lob
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Send resume to idavid4inf-grp com
or call 270-767-2518

If interested please apply in person
Together we will dedicate our efforts and

Full-time Physician. Nurse Practitioner
or Physicians Assistant
needed for growing family practice.
Qualified applicants may apply at:
or send resume to

Drug free facility/AAE

140
Want to Buy

Excel knowledge a basic understanding of
accounting, excellent data entry skills.
efficiency and organization required

P.O. Box 219 Dover, TN 37058
931-232-5555

Send resume to:
620 S 4th St., Murray, KY 42071
Attn: L. Bona,

Experience preferred.
Please mail resume to
P.O. Box 7564, Paducah, Ky 42001

Home Health Plus is seeking immediate hire
of PAN Licensed Practical Nurse/Registered
Nurse to serve Calloway County.
Hcme Health experience preferred
but not required
EDE

or email to
tthompson@purchasecancergroup.com
or fax to 270-554-6549.

Fax resume to 270-753-4181
or email mfowler@hhpky.com
2 Temporary Farm Workers Needed Employer
A&M Farms, LLC Mayfield, KY Perform all
duties of Tobacco & Row Crop Production, including cultivating, irrigating, harvesting, storing. &
packaging, and other alLernative work
Employment Dates 07/27/2013 - 01/10/2014.
$9 80/hr Piece Rate may be offered Worker
guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours Tools provided
at no cost Free housing provided to non-commuting workers Transportation & subsistence
reimbursed when 50°o of contract is met
Random drug testing may be done after hire at
the employer's expense Contact the Kentucky
Department for Workforce Investment at 502-7823079 and reference Job order KY0487937

STATE UNIVERSITY
Full-time lob vacancies at Murray campus
(2) Cook I 57.38/hr
Cashier $7.25/hr
Administrative Assistant I 510.93/hr
(4) Building Service Technician I 57.25Thr
Apply online & view additional details at
www murraystatepabs com
Women minorities encouraged to apply
An EEO. Aif/FiD, AA employer

GM ASE CERTIFIED TECH.
customer satisfaction top priori.
Drivers license, drug test, background
check required.
Excellent pay. 401K, insurance.
AC SHOP.
Larry Stovesand Buick & GMC

3300 Park Ave. Paducah
8.00 - 5..00 Monday - Friday

E
M/F/H/B

BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows
753-4109

Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
150
Articles
For Sale
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set NEW in
plastic $195 270 293
4121 Can deliver.
CHRISTOPHER'S

USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
190
Farm Equipment
TYE hardland seed
drill Large and small
seed boxes 3 point
hook up good condition $2,000 00
270-227-4018

4BIR, 26A $4,950
down $695imo
Murray near lake
615-397-3171
1998 16x60 mobile
home, 2BR. 1BA. all
appliances included.
Must be moved. $9.200
o.b.o. Call 270-2263213 or 270-978-6074
2009 Clayton 16x80,
vinly siding. 3BR 2BA
NICE 270-489-2525
3BR. 2BA mobile home
on corner:Lot 503 Bay
Wood Vista Dr
2 lots Red Hawk Dr
280

Mobile Homes For Rent
NICE 2BR
753-9866

no pets

1 bedroom apartments
Various
locations
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109,
1BR apt 3 blocks from
MSU Elect/water furnished $395,mo
752-1178

COINS
Keniake Foods, located in Murray. KY, a Kroger
owned dry mix and nut processing private label
manufacturer, is now accepting
resumes,applications for
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS(3RD SHIFT)
ENTRY LEVEL PRODUCTION LINE POSITIONS
(2ND AND 3RD SHIFT)
LINE OPERATOR TECHNICIAN TRAINEE
(2ND AND 3RD SHIFT)
PLANT SERVICES/SANITATION (3RD SHIFT)

MURRAY

"ANTIQUES". gas. oil
& soda signs, pump,
military Call Larry
753-3633

270-293-6999
KY Lake Oil Company has an opening for an
Accounting Clerk to perform general office
and accounting duties.

LARGE
SELECTION

Owner Finance **

performance to be the highest quality
Equal opportunity employer

Like new, clean Amana
washer
&
dryer
$425/ea
One lady
owner. Moving- must
sell 270-559-9080

Mobile Homes For Sale

10pm-630am shift
Indoor climate, shift work required, drug
free & physical assessment must be met.

Purchase Cancer Group.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

1)11SCLAINIER

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center

Immediate openings for full time

Medical Biller/Coder/Charge Entry for

Zip

Daytime Ph

1

39 inch Vizio Fl at
Screen TV Like new
$275 270-703-4224

1511 Donelson Pkwy.. Dover, TN.

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

VISA

060

AGRICULTURE

Delinquent 2012 Taxes

Name
Anderson. Harold 11
Crass. Carolyn
Davis. Christopher
Ilornesolutions Partners
Martin. Leonard
Pagarski..lerrt.
Pittman. Katherine
Provine. Christopher
Reihitz. 431a Mae
V
Rogers. lloaard
Sharp. Chad
Sharp. Chad
White. Chelsie
Winchester. Nlichael Steven

Help Wanted

AGRICULTURE
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Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobiie Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Horne Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets 8 Supplies
Livestock 8 Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent Of Lease

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

I Church:
,A speak at
service and

surch

Legal Notice
Notice

Kenlake Foods offers a competitive wage and
benefit package. including medical and dental
insurance. 401k Plan, company paid retirement,
vacation and paid holidays
Applications may be submitted online by going to
www.kroger.com
Select careers/jobs at the bottom of the web page
Select, Manufacturing
Select Kenlake Foods
Or applYilhrough CareerBuilder corn to upload
your resume Search The Kroger Company.
Murray KY Jobs
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/DIV
Supporting a Drug-Free Workplace

Assistant
DENTAL
wanted for M-W-F
8am-5pm Seeking reliable & motivated team
player Primary functions would include
operatory set-up &
breakdown stenlization
& monitoring & cleaning Send resume to
P0
Box
1040V
Murray, KY 42071

PART-TIME
help
weekends, holidays
some weekly Minimum
background
wage,
check Respond to PO
Box 1040-X Murray, KY
42071
FULL time, salary computer/network technispecialist
cian
Minimum 1 year experience required Details
at
www smartpathtech corn/career

All our line ads are placed online for FREE! From pets to used cars
Check the CLASSIFIEDS for all your needs,

753-1916

Desperately needs to
buy your coins
Paying high prices
Offering great bargains
at Trends-N-Treasures
Appraisals
270-753-4161
Dr Fuhrmann
ChinaNORITAKE
Pattern,
Edgewood
Fostoria -American
Clear Pattern
1847 Rogers Brothers
silverplate
flatware,
Silver Lace Pattern,
Esprit Crystal, 270for
293-4455
details/prices

1BR Apt, some utilities
paid, no pets
$270/mo 767-9037

2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes" Various
Coleman
locations
Real Estate 753-9898
2BR, IBA Townhouse,
W/D included Starting
at $500 Please call
753-7559
Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
appointment
today
270-753-2905

STRAW $3 50/bale
753-4582 or 227-7352
for
Slabs
sale
(mostly
$10/bundle
hardwood)
Call
between
5 30-6 30
Weds evening
270-552-0158
SLABS for sale Mostty
hardwood $10 a bundle Call between 5.30Wednesday
6 00
evenings
270-522-0158

Attention!!
Ask about our
DISDIdY ad

specials
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916

Cello% al;ardens

Essex l)owns
Apartments
I BR from S
/BR from 's

s

270-753-11556
15115 Duiguid
TI)0 1-800-545- IN33
Ext. 283
goal opportunity

NOW LEASING
1 2 8, 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mum-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 0 711

CLASSIFIEDS

8A • Friday. June 7, 2013

Lot for Sale .44 acre

Great for your home or spec home.
Corner of Robertson Rd. &
Austin Court (cul-de-sac)
South of W. 94
(270) 293-1600 or (270) 767-9924

Houses For Rent
4BR house Lease and
deposit required
270-753-4109
LARGE house for rent
in a very nice neighborhood Available the end
of May. 270-978-6000
270-293-9493
SMALL 2BR rental
house. 641 South. No
pets. 227-6431 or
293-6156

Pets & Supplies
AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies
270-335-3943
270-994-3915
DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere corn
(270)436-2858
•
Shih-tzu
puppies
Maleitemale.
CKC
shots/wormed, $2505300 270-804-8103

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

119 E Main
(270) 7536266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9am -4 pm M-F

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

Real Estate •

2 Auto Shops

4BR, 3BA, 2.500 sq.ft.,
2 acres, 2 car garage.
New h&a. roof, windows, appliances, cabinets Every sq.ft has
touched
&
been
redone Higgins Dr
121N $159,000
270-489-2250

,111 real estate ad%
heirm
stilled to the Federal Fair
Housing .‘id cc hich make. it
illegal to AN ertisc any preterclue, limitation or discnminanon based cr race. ,olor,
liandkap. tamilial sta.
to,or tutionill' ,rigin, or intention to make am qich preferen,e, limitation,or di.criminabon
mak
torhid di,rimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
1,1 real estate based on factors in
addition to those proteeted
under tederal act
he .111 knots ingl% accept inn,
adterti•inF, tor real estate which
e• not in %Iolation ot the Liii All
that all itciellinyt adterthed are
at .nlahle on an equal iirportumh ha-.,F or further a,
,Istance with Fair
lloteang, Vhefteang requirement.. cacflt,i,i \AA Coml.,'
17(i3) klk-lOne
Rene

Newly painted
v

7,0.0

New heater

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riyerfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals

293-7872
Motorcycles & ATVs

1..1

S. iddintM%
./1

th in us
Witt .0,int

•//,'
°I'M/141114 t

Iii elPsi ci

Concept's SudoKu

Over 28 Years
Experience

it%

11",,A

8

(270)226-5444

Bush hogging, Top soil,
Garden tilling,
Driveways. White rock,
Mulching, etc.

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big Or

6
1

9
5

2

7

8

2

;Cal Do Insurance Woo,
..lasterCar. Accepte,1

9
3

)11114111k I cs

3
8

7

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

6
4
9
7
1
8
2
3
5

4

4

aate, Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
emodeling & Plumbing

Answer to previous puzzle

7

6

David's Home
Improvement
LI(

4

5

Al St/8(0es Hand Naiad

Tractor & Dozer Work
Dirt work, Hauling,

2

3

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

&
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Loin

YOUR mowing needs
Free estimates Hector
270-227-6638

436-5141 I
ABLE Hat
out garagi
junk & tree

A-1 Lamb':
Professior
Service
753-TREE

ALL Carl
Handyman
years expe
Don for frE
270-226-55

HNI I'
M ‘N.

• yvetkly &
• locally ON

759-1151
293

1

****

small

753-9562

Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance

SUBSCRIBE TODAY! 753-1916

M

M

WANT TO STAND OUT?
A 2x2 classified display ad is only $300 for .a whole month in the
Murray Ledger and Times and in the Shopping Guide!

Boats & Motors
2007
StarCraft
Pontoon,Aluminum
22ft, 115hp, low hours,
capacity 10, great boat
227-8015,Pat

GET NOTICED
TODAY!

LESS THAN

$110

Call Natasha Hutson
or Chelsea Crass at
(270) 753-1916.

PER ISSUE!
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Get an ad this
size for one
month for only
$300!

0 vp_
1,EDGEROTIMES

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Servicelicensedand insured. Free estimates. 436-2562,
227-0267

The M
College
the Harr
Series Fi
auditoriu
This yi
Brown
National
Wessling
shop for
her lectu
p.m. Re
Outstand
and the I:
Johnson I
be annou
ed to a d
lowing\t1
event wa
Harry
Presiden

MS

Special
Las.an
assistant
an

coat.

Universil

1 double bay
1 single bay

OFFICE SPACE700ft.
downtown
Murray.
$550/mo
includes
waterrgas/electricity/tra
sh. pick-up. 104 N. 4th
Street Suite C
270-226-1103

1

SUDOKU

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

Murrav I edger & Times Fair
tloar.iing Act Notice

Clean upbody work

270-485-6122

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

270-227-0906

hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461

are beret
,
. Informed

Commencal Prop For Rent

2BR, 2+ acres 5mi S
of Murray
270-293-5824
3 level brick home 2
car attached carport,
barn with pasture,
mature trees 1 mile
from Murray $136,500
227-9885. 978-0270

Murray I

Special
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzie based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers The obiect is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Conceptis‘Sudoku hcreases from Monday to Sunday

Homes For Sale

2007 Kawasaki zx6r.
120k miles Many add
ons. $5.900 08 0
270-227-5450

Storage Rentais

Murray Ledger & Times

Murray Ledger 7
& Times
753-1916
Need help
selling your
house?
We can get the
word out!
641.1
‘
721.2$1
.
1
1iltial
11,

,^

•

Garage & Yard Sale Directory
MOVING SALE
Ryan Ave.
Fri. &
7AM - 3PM

if you've got it, we eats store it
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St.

•Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage wilt

270-753-2905

ON BEAU

MINI
STORAGE
1111101 All Size Units 1 I

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

812 WhItnell Ave.

753-3853

GARAGE
SALE

GARAGE
SALE

810
S. 9th St.

201

6089
Airport Rd.

toys. beds. & more

Saturday
7AM - 12PM
Women's clothes,
decorating items,
furniture

YARD SALE
166
Hummingbird Ln.
121 S to Applewood

Saturday
7AM-2AM
Dishes, desk,
speakers, duffle
bags, nintendo items
books, other items

2110
Glenwood Dr.
Crossheld

industrial/Commercialfleshlannal
James C. GallInaini
wWW GECILC NET

(270) 759-0890

Saturday
7AM - ?

3 FAMILY
GARAGE SALE

niture, clothing,

CARPORT SALE

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

2117
Brookehaven Dr.

Household & decor.
furniture, adult &
children clothing, &
much more

for every room: fur-

Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

Hwy 121 S. 9mi.
Left on 280 2mi.
Look for signs
Saturday.
9AM -?

YARD SALE

17HP J.0 mower. 5HP
Rinda pressure washer, drill press, bench
grinder, shop tools,
tool boxes, yar-fd
tools, lots of misc.,

Household items

GARLAND
RENTAL

YARD SALE

Subdivision

Saturday.
7AM - ?
kids toys, household
Items, some furniture
Items, everything
priced tro go

Country Club Lane
off 121 near National
Gaurd

Thursit, Fri.
& Sal)
60 yrs of accumulation:
antique items, tools,
30 purses, glassware

Friday
8AM - ?

Fri. & Sat.
7AM - 2PM

402 S. 9th
Saturday
7AM - 2PM
John Deere 0 turn
mower, weed eater,
furniture, phis size
ladies clothes & junior
girls, natural gas garage
heater. barbies. books
& more

Larkspur
Fri. 7AM - 2PM
Sat. 7AM - 1PM

YARD SALE
1406 N. 12th
Village Shopping
enter next to Cain's.
Off Doran Rd.
Behind MHS

Fri. & Sat.
7AM - 1PM

Something for
everyone!
And all must go!
Well worth the drive!

LARGE PARKING LOT SALE

121 S. follow

signs

Fri. & Sat.
6AM - ?
Rain or Shine

Priced to sell! Furniture,
clothes. DVD's, toys,
house goods.
Name brand & in
great condition

Magnolia Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
Several guns. children
plc nic tables. sm. size
bicycle, stoller, clothing,
dishes, books, floor fan.
Greenbrier setting
chair, clothes rack, too
much to list

Mulit-Family
Yard Sale

ROOFING

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house
like it is our house!

Friday & Saturday
7AM - ?

Saturday
7AM - 12PM

6:30AM -?

Associat
Chantpie

compelii
Pennsyk
Complex

Fri. & Sat.
Too many
items to
mentioin!

Hunting & golfing
stuff. mens & ladies
shoes & clothing.

YARD SALE YARD SALE
1608
Parklane Dr.

Saratoga Springs
61
Paul Bradley Dr.

Saturday
7AM - 1PM
Children's clothes,
adult clothes, tv, rug,
toys, household
items, girls bike

Saturday
7AM - ?
Nat rietyr and clothes:
girls 8-14, men xs. sm,
med. Girls toys, twin
bed, bikes, & more

PC ReStore Olympic

AL MO

Lynn Grove

SATURDAY
7AM - 2PM

Saturday
6AM -?

506 H

Electronics, computer
parts, household dams,
clothing(men, women,
girls), toys, more!

HUGE YARD
SALE
Off Hwy 641 N -

Corner of Wallace and 121
North, 1.5 miles past CFSB
Center on Left

503
S. 16th St.

N. 12th St

Daycare furniture,
blankets, toys.
clothes, and much
more!

333

475 Wallace Drive

1803
College Farm Rd.

Huge Estate
Sale
7433
St. Rt. 94 W.

left on

1346

Fri. & Sat.
7AM -?
Craft store clean out'
Some tools, home
decor, old albums.
furniture, lots of seasonal items, something for everyone

Mulit-Family
Yard Sale
506 H
N. 12th St
PC ReStore Olympic
Plaza

Furniture. fishing &
hunting items, lots of
toys, boy girls & plus
size clothes, bikes

Jewelery, electronics,
antiques, clothes,
shoes, furniture, costumes. exercise equip.,
& unique oddities.
Everything must go!

YARD SALE

MOVING SALE

905
Doran Rd.

701
Elm St.

Thurs. - Sun.
8AM - 5PM

Saturday
7AM-11AM

EletAr or tics, computer
parts, household items,
clothing(men, women,
girls), toys. more!

No early sales
Multi-family

WINNEI
Byerly.
Estes. A
Warren,

Saturday.
7AM - 1PM
Furniture, lamps, tv,
window ac, books,
toys, name brand
teen clothing

larawaraTic

LARGE 10 FAMILY YARD SALE-

rfariNvin
McCUISTON

YARD SALE

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
140
SHEBA DR.

Thurs. - Sun.
8AM - 5PM

Wadesboro Rd.

IT'S ALL HERE!

Take

Fri. & Sat.
7AM-?

South Hazel

LARGEST SALE IN AREA WITH PARKING
Collectibles, antiques, clothing, hard to
find items, ball cards, china, bicycles,
four wheelers, motorcycles, tools

2827 Dodd Rd.

Intercoll,
5 PARTY
YARD SALE

Plaza

13760 HWY 641 N., Puryear
Thursday - Sunday
7AM - 4PM

GARAGE
SALE

4 PARTY
YARD SALE
YARD SALE
1702
1302

China cabinet, piano
Furniture, antques, rugs.
(Wurlitzer), gun cabinet, dishes, pictures, mitTOrs,
hutch, leather couch,
sm appliances, women
curtains. N, books,
& teens clothes, assorted
glassware, home decor
household

HUGE MOVING
SALE
285
Redbud Dr.
DEXTER. Hwy 80
East, left on 1551

ARA E
SALE

national I

reining c

„,
EMI

ftc
YARD
SALE

ATHLET
Kentuck,
cauldron

deer & Times

a 9x9 grid with
the numbets 1 to
column and each
The difficulty level
lay to Sunday

ous puzzle

4
3
2
9
5 5
1
6
8
7

1
9
8
6
7
2
4
5
3

7
5
6
4
8
3,
9
1
2

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times
530
Services Offered
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
sunk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

Se(VICOS

CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARL

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

rot. estimats..
Call 1,:es in at

270-293-4020

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

LAWN 1.1 „
Free Estimates
Colby 270-227-9027

Pas in.Sealcuatin14
& Hauling
TONY "I1RM

Ky Lake
Remodeling

270-/93-4156

Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured

11 ALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
DRYWALL & painting:
• weekly & s•pecial pickups
no job too big or small.
• locally maned/operated Free
estimates. Call
759-1151 • 293-2783 Logan at
293-2784
270-293-0476.

Friday. June 7, 2013 • 9

Offered

Services Offered

FRAME S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
.24 HOuf
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
TRUCKING
All Veer testis Nuts
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Grovel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

Greg Mansfield

•Asphalt installation
.Seal coating &

*Firewood

270-873-9916

(270)489-2839

she,

Hayman Lawn
Maintenance and
Landscaping

Ln the

(270)978-4591

(270) 293-8480

tent. real-world experience, and

one year at Cedar Falls High

shop for educators at 3 p.m., and

inquiry -based

her lecture will begin at 4:30

around the learner." She is pas-

p.m. Recipients of the 2013
Outstanding Educator - Award

sionate about learning in the
tw' enty -first century. believing

School in Cedar Falls. loa. In
2005 she earned certification in
English
Language

and the Dr. Charles and Marlene

. that teachers must "recognize

Series Friday. June 14. in the
auditorium of Alexander Hall.

Teacher of the Year in 2010.

was named the•-60th National

Wessling.

the

To Wessling. learner-centered

Wessling
Liu\
Sarah Brown Wessling is a

lowing\the lecture. This annual

tenth

event was instituted to honor Dr.

English

Harry

M. Sparks. the fifth

President

of

Murray

State

through

twelfth

grade

teacher at Johnston

High School in Johnston. Iowa.
Because of her passion tOr her

experiences

Arts/Adolescence -and, Young

the importance of teaching that

Adulthood from the National
Board for Professional Teaching

marries content to skill." that

Standards.

problem solving and critical

For more information about
the lecture or to RSVP. contact

thinking are useless without the

facts, hut that the reverse is Aso

Kellie Harlan in the College of

true.

Education Dean's office at 1270)

Wessling

was

raised

in

809-3817.

MSU grad student wins national reining competition
Special to the Ledger

Walker topped six other riders

National

Horse

financial status or riding level.

Association pattern that tests

Reining

The emphasis is on learning.

first in the Western Alumni

skills in flying lead changes,

sportsmanship and fun-. The

Reining class. To compete in the

rollbacks and a sliding stop.

objective of IHSA competition

Cassandra Walker. graduate

from around the country to take

assistant and assistant equestrian

State

University, earned the title of

alumni division, riders must

The IHSA promotes competi-

is to offer the opportunity to rid-

national champion in the alumni

have been on an IHSA riding

tion for riders of all skill levels

ers in their first years of riding

reining competition at the 2013

team

as

who compete individually and
as teams at regional. zone and

experience.

coach

at

Intercollegiate

Murray

Horse

Show

as

Graduate

an

undergraduate.

students. such

as well as to students with show

Association (IHSA) National

Walker. may also compete as

national levels. The association

Sue Robinson. a lecturer in the

Championships May 2-5. The

alumni if they rode on ft under-

was founded on the principle

Hutson School of Agriculture at

competition was held at the

graduate IHSA riding team.

thilTany college student should

Murray

be able to participate in horse

equestrian team and teaches

shows regardless of his or . her

equine science classes.

Pennsylvania

Farm

Complex in Harrisburg.

Show

Western reining consists of a
rider

completing

a

specific

State.

coaches

the

& Sat.
1AM - ?

)many
ms to
ntioin!

'433
It. 94 W.
n Grove

turday

f, electronics,
es, clothes.
Jrniture, coscercise equip.,
ue oddities.
ing must go!

G SALE

possible, which will affect the way you communicate with this person. You might feel as if you have everything under control, until
an event or misunderstanding points out that you don't! Stay calm.
Tonight: Hang out.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
*** Be aware of what is going on with your finances. You might
want to adjust your budget or vary some of your ground rules
about funds. Focus on the positive instead of the negative regarding this situation. Remember, you only need to answer to yourself.
Tonight: Your treat.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Your innate magnetism attracts many different types of
people. Hopefulry your plans don't come across as too exclusive,
as you will want to ask one or two..more people to join you. A misunderstanding could be quite surprising and also very upsetting.
Tonight: Where the action is.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You could choose not to discuss so much with others. Honor
a change that is happening within you. You might not-be as sure of
a situation as you would like to be. You will know when the time is
right for a conyersation. Tonight: Head to bed early, and get a gbod
night's sleep.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You will become full of energy when you think about your
friends and your desire to join them. When making plans, make
sure that you know where, how and when. You won't want to have
everyone feeling scattered. Tonight: You are the ringmaster of your
personal life.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** While others joyfully seem to go off and enjoy themselves,
you feel saddled with responsibilities. You are the grease that
makes everything work, and you need to recognize your importance. Know that others will catch on eventually. Tonight: Out and
about.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You'll be more in tune with a situation than you might want
to be. Sometimes when you empathize you become too involved.
Know that just because you understand a person, it doesn't mean
that he or she is morally correct. Tonight: Opt for a different type of
experience.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You have the unique ability to relate to othersion a one-onone level, Though you always appreciate a nice and easy pace.
you also enjoy the excitement of some chaos. As the afternoon
becomes the evening, it is unlikely that you will be bored. Tonight:
Get physical.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Defer to others, and know full well what direction you need

3a Springs

and clothes:
men es,sm,
ds toys, twin
ices, & more

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, June 8, 2013:

-creating a web of rigorous con-

her learners, and the equal passion she devotes to mentoring
others new to the profession. she

be announced. Guests are invit-

urday
M -?

by Jacqueline Bigar

National Teacher of the Year.
Wessling will conduct a work-

College of Education will host
the Harry M. Sparks Lecturer

ed to a dinner in the atrium fol-

61

Horoscope

education means, as she says.

subject. her innovative focus on

The Murray State UniNersity

Johnson Faculty Award will also

radley Dr.

We'll be
glad to help!

-

2010

Special to the Ledger

This year's lecturer is Sarah

503
6th St.

Ask for
Natasha or Carrie

This year a new beginning becomes possible that will have big
impact on your life. You easily connect with others. If you are single. there is a strong chance that your status will change. You even
Winterset. Iowa. and graduated 'could meet your soul mate. If you are attached, you will rekindle
from Winterset High School in your romance and start acting like newlyweds. Whether your concern is financial or emotional, you will have a chance to head in a
1993. She holds both bachelor's
new direction. A fellow GEMINI echoes many of your thoughts.
and master's degrees from Iowa
State University in English eduThe Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: 4cation and English literature, Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so: I-Difficult
eft
respectively.
Wessling
has
taught at Johnston High School ARIES(March 21-April 19)
for ten years and prior to that for **** A new beginning involving a close associate could become

Brown

ARTY
D SALE

Call 753-1916

•Stnall Landscapes etc.
*Lee Removal
*Mowing .fiesedentlal
.Edging -Commercial
Mulching .insured
Pruning •Licensad

Murray State University to host Harry
M. Sparks Lecturer Series June 14

F?

1x1.5 $85 per month
2x2 $300 per month
2x3 $350 per month

(270)759-0501

Great Hometown Service

•Insured

Advertise with us for the best results!
ixl $75 per month

striping

Gage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters

*Stump Grinding

Visit
kentuckylake
rer_nocting.com

The Backbone Of America

40 yrs. experience

•Trimming
*Removal

SMALL BUSINESS

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

to head. Maintain a sense of humor, as others seem to have very
different ideas from you. You might want to be open to trying a new
hobby. Let go of prejudgments. Tonight: At least you have great
company!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You could be overtired and withdrawn. You also might not
understand why you need to proceed in the same direction you
have been. Fatigue plays a strong role in your decision-making
process; perhaps you'll want to incorporate a nap at some point.
Tonight: At a favorite spot.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Once you start to let go, you could have difficulty reeling
yourself back in. Use care it plans change or if you experience an
upset, as suddenly you could go way overboard and spend too
much. Recognize that you need to deal with this issue. Tonight:
Put on your dancing shoes.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 2Q)
Photo provided *** You could be taken aback by a problem. You'll see a matter
WINNERS: Pictured are Special Olympics athletes, front from left, Chris Thomas, Amanda Pijanka, Ton Cobb. Courtney very differently because of new information that comes in. Your
Byerly. Ally Hathcock, Danny Minor, Andy Byerly, Jonathan Lynn: middle from left, Angela Theis, Stephen Norsworthy. Crystal reaction might be over the top Take a deep breath, and realize
that you will be able to sort through this issue Tonight Entertain
Estes. Allison Salazar, Erika Nuckols, Krystal Walker, back from left, John Piper, Delbert Hurley. David Newsom. MarlaVna loved ones at home.
Warren, Steve Rogers. Jarrod Garland and Brian Anderson. Not pictured is Aaron Baldree
BORN TODAY

fl

F01
Ti St.

urday.
I - 1PM

Special Olympics
athletes participate
in Summer Games

Rapper Kanye West (1977), TV personality Joan Rivers (193
architect Frank Lloyd Wright (1867)
•
•
•

Bigar
is
Jacqueline
www.jacquelinebigar.com.

on

the

Internet

at

Special to the Ledger
On May 31 - June 2. the Murray-Calloway County Special
Olympics delegation participated in the Special Olympics Kentucky

P. lamps. tv.
ac, books.
ame brand
clothing

State Summer Games.
After months of.practice and preparation. 22 local athletes joined
over 1.300 other athletes from across the state to compete in track
and field, flag football. aquatics. gymnastics. bocce. and soccer
competitions. Local athletes brought home the following awards: II
gold medals, three silver medals. I I. bronze medals, 6 fourth place
finishs, 2 fifth place finishes. and 6 sixth place finishes.
Jonathan Lynn. Special Olympics Kentucky 2013 Athlete of the
Year. was given the honor of carrying in the Flame of Hope and
lighting the cauldron to officially open the competition.

Photo provMed

ATHLETE OF THE YEAR: Jonathan Lynn. Special Olympics
Kentucky 2013 Athlete of the Year, is pictured lighting the
cauldron to officially proclaim the games open
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Pack prescripthms in your
Couple's great relationship is
second victim of woman's rape carry-on when traveling abroad

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Association Board of Trustees at
Donna Herndon announced her the 54th annual convention held at
retirement fftim the position of Lexington.
coordinator of the Calloway
John Lassiter, clerk at Murray
County Family Resource Center. Post Office, was pictured being
She had been the coordinator for presented his pin for 35 years of
12 years.
service on June 3 by Mike Lentz.
Robert Cignoni and Elizabeth superintendent of postal operaBrewer, fourth graders at Murray tions.
Middle School. received a distinForty years ago
guished score on their writing
Dr. and Mrs. John Bartholomy
portfolios, placing them in the top were pictured viewing decoraone percent of students in tions at the 9th annual Charity
Kentucky.
Ball. held June 2 and benefiting
Brandon Thurmond was moiled the Murray Calloway County
first place winner in the carpentry Comirrehensive Care Center.
tests or the Kentucky State Skills
Bread was advertised at 25
USA/Vocational Industrial Clubs 'cents per loaf.
of America.
Miss Maude Nance. Mrs. Leon&
Woodmen of the World Lodge Vaughn. Judge Robert 0. Miller,
827 presented an American flag to Mrs. W. Z. Carter and Mrs. Myra
North Elementary School cafete- Munday were pictured placing a
ria. Pictured at the presentation
wreath on the statue of General
were Colleen Anderson, Lodge Robert E. Lee on the Calloway
827 Patriotic Committee member: County Courthouse Grounds to
Confederate
Margaret Cook. North principal. commemorate
Patsy Stations,food service direc- Memorial Day on June 3.
tor: and Linda Fain, lodge secreFifty years ago
tary.
Anita Burton. Roland Case.
Kathleen
Madrey. Carolyn
Twenty years ago
The Murray Post Office hosted
McNeely. Shirty Thomas, Sue
an open house to celebrate its White and Carolyn Wilson. mem150th anniversary. Joe Parker and bers of the Murray College High
Amber Alexander • were pictured FBLA. prepared to attend the
listening to postal carrier Frances national FBLA convention in
Garrison explain the workings of Dallas. Texas.
the postal system.
Betty Hart, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. Dan Hart. and Jerry Rose.
Charles L. Eldridge received the
Master Conservationist Award son of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Rose.
from Steve Alcott. district conser- prepared to receive Bachelor of
vationist
with
the
Soil Science degrees in pharmacy
Conservation Service.
from the University of Tennessee
The Oaks Country Club Medical Units in Memphis. Tenn.
announced recent golf play winSixty years ago
ners as Terry Shertzer. Debbie
Shirley Joyce Chiles. daughter
Ray. Shirley LeMastus. Crystal of Dr. and Mrs. H.C. Chiles. won
Parks. Laverne Claxton and Mary first place with a piano solo in the
Alice Garner.
Dixielanders "All-Dixie" talent
Playhouse in the Park held audi- program at Greenwood, Miss.,
tions for "The Star-Spangled June 5.
Girl."
Terry David Grant, Ralph Boyd.
John Woodruff and Harold Young
Thirty years ago
Stuart Poston, administrator of were among those receiving
Murray-Calloway
County degrees at the University of
Hospital, was elected trustee-at- Kentucky on June 5.
large of the Kentucky Hospital

DEAR ABBY:: I have been
dating "Vernon" for six months.
We were great together from the
day we met. It was like wed
known each other forever and could
talk for hours. We talked every
night and it was amazing.
Two weeks ago. I. was raped
by a man I thought was a friend.
When I told
Vernon, he
v.:as shocked
and
didn't
know how to
handle it. I
was hoping
we 'could get
past it. but
two
nights
ago he said
he can no
longer be intimate with me
By Abigail
because
he
Van Buren
feels like he is
doing something wrong, or I won't like it.
He said he loves talking to me
and still wants to be friends.
We have continued talking
every night. but it is hard for me
to do as just his friend. Do you
think he will be able to get over
these feelings and be with me
again? Should I remain friends
when I have feelings for him? - WANTS MORE IN MINNESOTA •
DEAR WANTS MORE: If
you haven't already reported the
rape to the police, do it now. The
man who did this to you needs
to be taken out of circulation so
he won't harm another woman.
You should be receiving, counseling to help you get over what
was done to you. and frankly, so
should Vernon. '

Dear Abby

•••••

DEAR ABBY: About a year
ago I became engaged to a very
special man. We have decided to
be married during a weeklong
cruise we have taken the past two
years. We knew some family members might not be able to attend
for financial reasons, so we chose
to invite only two close friends

as witnesses and not have our
-- DEAR DOCTOR K: In a few ago, I spent the first two days of
families there.
months, my: husband and I are a trip trying to get replacement
My family is OK with our
taking our first trip abroad. We medicines in a foreign country
decision, but his fantily is not
both have chronic medical condi- because my luggage was lost.
pleased. They have been calling
Also. carry' a list of your medtions. How should we prepare for
him constantly and telling him to
ications. with both the generic
our trip?
change our plans and accommoDEAR READER: Many peo- and brand names. And bring along
date them, and frankly. we are
ple with med- a doctor's note if you have a
sick of it. We know why they're
ical conditions pacemaker or other implanted
upset, but at the same time this
enjoy foreign device: you may need it when going
is our day and they should respect
travel.
But through security checkpoints.
our decision.
Get the name of a doctor or
your preparaHow can, we get them to be
tion will need hospital at your destination. There
more understanding and less disinvolve are organizations on di! Internet
to
respectful about how we want our
more
than
just that maintain the'names of Engwedding? Please help, because we
reading some lish-speaking doctors with good
don't know what else to say to
reputations in many countries
guidebooks.
them. -- SOON TO BE NEWLYthe world. They also idenFirst.
around
WEDS
check in with tify trusted hospitals. One examDEAR SOON TO BE NEWyour doctor. ple is the International AssociaBy
LYWEDS: It appears your fiance's
tion for Medical Assistance to •tray He
or she may
family considers weddings to be
Dr. Anthony
have specific elers.
more about the joining of famiKomaroff
concerns or
I can't personally vouch for
lies and less about the wishes of\
advice for you. If you have dia- the quAlity and integrity of the
the individuals involved. They
betes, for example. your blood doctors and hospitals linked to
expected to be included, and are
sugar level is affected not only. these organizations. I can ,say that
hurt because they weren't.
by how much you eat, but by.
many of the organizations have
A way to explain your decihow much you exercise. And dur- boards of directors populated by
sion would be to make it less
ing vacations, both of these can doctors affiliated with major U.S.
about yourselves and more about
change substantially. So ask your- academic medical centers. And
the fact that you knew some famself what the impact on your eat- check with your insurance to see
ily members could not afford to
ing and exercise is likely to be what you need to do in case of
make this trip, so you plan to
have a reception when you return
from the vacation you have Sn emergency.
and include everybody .
planned.
If you,easily suffer from motion
Since you're traveling interna- sickness, take medicine in your
DEAR ABBY: Next month my
tionally. find out if you _need vac- carry -on bag In addition. pack
husband and I are leaving our
cinations or preventive medica- the follovi ing in your checked
I8-year-old son home alone
tions. You can check the Centers luggage:
overnight for the first time. We
for Disease Control and Prevenantidiarrheal medication. a
have good neighbors who will
tion (CD(') website (cdc.gov/trav - laxative and an antacid:
keep an eye on things. Although
el), or ask your doctor. Try to
-- antihistamine and 1 percent
we trust our son. I feel we should
get your shots four to six weeks hydrocortisone cream for mild
let his I6-year-old girlfriend's parbefore your trip, as some vacci- allergic reactions:
ents knovv he will have the house
nations need time to kick in.
-- cold medicine:
to himself for the night.
If you take prescription med- '-e
;dications for pain relief
or f- vienre
I have never met them. Do
ications, pack more than enough
you think I should call them? -to last through your trip, in case
antifungal and antibacterial
WHAT SHOULD I DO?
your return gets delayed. And ointments:
DEAR WHAT:Yes. Call.introcarry your medications in your
-- lubricating eye drops;
duce yourself, and suggest that
carry -on bag. not in your checked
-- basic first-aid items (adhebecause your meenagers are
luggage in case it gets lost. (The sive bandages. gauze.elastic bandinvolved that you meet in person
'USA makes an exception to the age. antiseptic. tweezers. scissors.
"sometime soon." And while you're
"no more than 3.4 ounces of liq- cotton-tipped applicators.
making conversation, casually.
uids or gels" rule for prescripWith a little advance planning.
mention that you will he leaving
tion medications and necessary -you and your husband 'can enjoy.
town and your son will be alone
medical supplies.) That's what I a healthy. and safe vacation.
overnight for the first time. If
have done ever since, 20 years

Dr. Komaroff

Today In History

Hints From Heloise

By the Associated Press
Today is Friday. June 7, the
158th day of 2013. There are 207
days left in the year.
Today's Highlights in History:
On June 7.1776, Richard Henry.
Lee of Virginia proposed to the
Continental Congress a resolution
stating "That these United Colonies
are, and of right ought to be, free
and independent States, that they
are absolved- from all allegiance
to the British Crown."
On this date:
In 1654, King Louis XIV, age
IS. was crowned in Rheims. II •

v

Et

Murray Ledger & Times

years after the start of his reign.
In 1769, frontiersman Daniel
Boone first began to explore present-day Kentucky.
In 1863, French forces occupied Mexico City during the Franco-Mexican War.
In 1892. Homer Plessy. a "Creole of color," was fined for refusing to-leave a whites-only car of
the East Louisiana Railroad.
In 1929, the sovereign state of
Vatican City came into existence
as copies of the Lateran Treaty
were exchanged in Rome.
In 1942, the World War II Bat-

tle of Midway ended in a decisive victory for American forces
over the Imperial Japanese.
In 1972. the musical "Grease"
opened on Broadway, having
already been performed in lower
Manhattan.
In 1981. Israeli military planes
destroyed a nuclear power plant
in Iraq, a facility the Israelis
charge4 could have been used to
make nuclear weapons.
In I 993.the U.S.Sgoreme Court
ruled that religious groups can
sometimes meet on school property after hours.
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COMIt46 NOME AT TNE END,
OF ALONG DAY .

To MAKE
11-lE OFFICE

seem
;
a SAIXTOARV,

Et L_CP NJID I ECFe)
I'LL SET THERE ARE TONS OF
PRE--TY GIRLS AT SCHOOL W140

50 LIKE WHO ARE YOU 1—
TALKIN AakOUT, FOR EXAMPLE?

TRAVEL
H INT
I) e a r
Heloise: To
ease airport
X-ray lines, I
put my keys
and change
into my shoe.
This mak'It
SO easy to
retrielle" (just
pour it out into your hand) rather
than attempt to pick it all up from
the plastic tray. - Patrick in Maui.
Hawaii
Aloha to my friends in Hawaii.
and Patrick. your travel hint i.c a
good one for all road warriqrs.
- Heloise
MAGAZINE MANAGEMENT
Dear Readers: How many
MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS do
you have? If you have a few (I
have more than 10). I bet you
• get renewal notirrs iihat silents
like all the time! Here are some
helpfid hints to manage maga:isle
subscriptions:
* Companies may start sending renewal notices up to 18
months in advance! Look at the
address label on your subscription - there may be a small date
or code. This will tell you when
your _sAbscription ACTUALLY

by
Heloise

expires.
Email: Heloise( at IHeloise.com
*
the compans if you want MEDICINE MELTDOWN
to renew. You might be able to
Dear Heloise: My daughter had
get a better price.
to take a medicine that was real* Keep a list or spreadsheet ly bitter, and it was a battle to
if you have several subscriptions. get her to do it. Since it. was a
Write down the dates you renewed. liquid. I mixed it in with some
what price and when they expire. yogurt and gave it to her during
* Always look at your notices. her meal. She ate it! She didn't
Some companies will AUTOMAT- even realize the medicine was in
ICALLY RENEW the subscription it. No more battles. Check with
if they don't hear from you. So your pharmacy or physician) first
Wy.1
WII
check.
to make sure it is OK to mix the
- Heloi.se
medicine with something.
SELF-GRIPPING TAPE
Reader in Pennsylvania
Dear Heloise: How do I remove
rack Jo some rq the liquid medlint from very heavy self-gripping Ulises! They pharmacy May be
tape? - Annie in Grafton. Wis. able to add :flavoring. Pr small
Don't .vois just get bugged by fee. - Heloise
the sticky (or nonsticky. really) FURNITURE MOVING
problem? When it happens. the
Dear Heloise: I recently had
tape stops silt-king together! Pull the carpet replaced in my houk.
out as much of the larger pieces To move the heavy furniture, the
as sr', can. Then take a crochet workers had two long strips of
hook, a stiff toothbrush or a small thick plastic attached to ropes.
comb and gently clean out the. They would slide the strips under
debris.
each side of the furniture and then
Depending on what the tape pulled it by the ropes. They had
is on. press the two sides togeth- all the furniture moved very' quicker when not in use to keep them ly without killing their backs. I
from getting full of lint. thought it was such a good idea
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
and that it would he good for
Heloise
everyone; - A Reader in Georgia
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio. TX 78279-5000
(02013 by King Features SynFax: 1•210-HELOISE
dicate Inc.
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Crosswords

fDLIST- 111•1(i4)
ALL MY FRIENDS WEAR
REALLY HOT BATHING
SUITS THAT MAKE
GUYS CRAZY.

it Ft IF 1 IE L.

WELL, THAT ONE WILL
CERTAINLY MAKE GUYS
CRAZY.

0-4)

1 I LOVE A MAN WHO CAN
mAKE ME LAUGH, JON

3' 1

YES, I DO HAVE A
SENSE OF HUMOR

t

I I'M TALKING ABOUT
YOUR WARDROBE

•••

(0)

IEi

ii.,.

N1 11.11-SO4)
I'M GOING TO 54k HELLO
TO HER AND A5K HER HOW ;
9E5 ENJOYING HER SIMMER
VACATION,AMO Jlt5T SORT
OF TALK TO HER .YOu KNOW . ;

YOU'LL NEVER DO IT,
04ARLIE BROWN ..
L/OU'LL PANIC .

Montana city
Corn
Theater worker
Bugs bugs him
Davis of "Thelma & Louise"
Become narrower
Misplaced
Private dinner.
Hoosegow
Sneaker problem
Tyler of "Armageddon"
Some sweatshirts
Come up
Strand unit
Act of contrition
Tell tales
Be effusive
Blown away
Letter start
Othello's betrayer
Coffee add-in
Parrot
Last letter
China piece
Crossed the creek
Reason

DOWN
1
2
3
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1
6
11
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14
15
17
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20
22
23
26
28
29
31
32
33
34
36
38
40
43
44
45
46

Program error
Try out
Pearl S Buck book
Choir member
Periods
Got together
Fashionable
Pearl S Buck book
Last letters
Blunders
In addition
Sign of freshness
Makeshift swing
Blockhead
Coop group
Huron neighbor
Downhill glider
Pizza topping choice
The Cubs, on scoreboards

33
34
35
37
39
41
42

ommAg
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LOCAL GOLF

NBA FINALS: SPURS 92, HEAT 88

Braun,
Brundige
claim title
at Hart
Memorial

Parker, Spurs, rally for Game 1 victory

Special to the Ledger
Faye Brundige and Linda
Braun shot a 63 to tie with Vicki
IVIcLeary and Sherri Heeke.then
birdied the second hole of the
playoff to win the 2013 Hart
Memorial Golf Tournament at
the Murray Country Club
Wednesday (June 5).
Beth Easterwood and Judy
Andrews had a 70 to take third
place. Fourth place . went to
Kristi Wilson and Vicki Hunkler
with a 72 and winning the count
back.
Three teams tied for first
place in the first flight with 75
scores. After the count back.
Donna Gosa and Theresa Adams
won first. Kim Mars1iall and
LaDonna Drake took second
and Sue Collins and Nlatilda
Cain finished third..
Terris McClain and Kim Hall
were one stroke back at 76 to
finish fourth.
in the second flight. four
teams tied for first with scores of.
82. After the count back. Sue
Cope and Paula Stafford finished first. Dava Miller and
Melissa Hicks were second,
Carole Davis and Terry House
got third and Marcia Beam and
Kristi Hopkins finished fourth.
The closest to the pin contests were won by Joanie
Cavaness on number 2 and
Dawn Tiede on number II.
Chris Wilson won the closest to
the line.clriving competition on
number 9.
A total of 60 golfers participated in the annual women's
scramble, according to tournament directors Judy Muehleman
and Cheryl Pittman. The event
is conducted by the Ladies Golf
Association of the Murray.
Country Club.
Next year's tournament is
first
scheduled
for
the
Wednesday in June.

By BRIAN MAHONEY
AP Basketball Writer
MIAMI (API — The San
Antonio Spurs returned to the
NBA Finals just the way they
left — with a victory over
LeBron James.
Tim Duncan overcame a
slow start to finish with 20
points and 14 rebounds. Tony
Parker banked in a desperation
jumper with 5.2 seconds left and
the Spurs withstood James'
triple-double to.beat the Miami
Heat 92-88 on Thursday 'night in
a thrilling Game 1.
Parker ended up with 21
points after referees reviewed
his shot to make sure it just heat

the shot clock, 'giving San
Antonio a four-point edge in a
game that was close the whole
way.
James had 18 points, 18
rebounds and 10 assists in his
second straight NBA Finals
triple-double, but he shot only 7
of 16 against some good defense
by Kawhi Leonard, and Miami's
offense stalled in the fourth
quarter.
Playing for the championship
for the first time since sweeping
James' Cleveland Cavaliers in
2007. the Spurs improved to 5for-5 in Game Is. hanging
around for three quarters and
then _plowing by the defending
champions midway through the

fourth.
Manu Ginobili. the third
member of San. Antonio's' Big
Three that has combined for 99
postseason victories together,
finished with 13 points. and
Danny Green had 1.2.
Game 2 is Sunday night.
James became a champion on
this floor last year in Game 5
against Oklahoma City. but he
hasn't forgotten his first taste of
the finals.
The Spurs swept his
Cavaliers in 2007 and. James
spoke Wednesday like someone
who had payback in mind. He
was 22 then, a fourth-year player headed for greatness but with
holes in his game that San

Antonio exploited in a fourgame sweep.
Revenge won't come easily
— if it comes at all.
Dwyane Wade scored 17
points for the Heat but was shut
out in the fourth quarter. Chris
Kish had only two of his 13 in
the final period.
James shot an airball on a 3pointer on his first shot attempt,
then was son back to the stepin-front- o him-at-your-ownrisk force tha has made him the
game's best player.
But San Antonio handled that
and everything else Miami did,
even while only shooting 42 percent from the field.
Forced to seven grueling

Camping at Murray High

Miller
homers,
pitches
Cardinals
to victory

•See CARDS, 12A

•See NBA,12A

NBA

Karl out
as coach
of the
Nuggets
By PAT GRAHAM
AP Sports Writer

MLB

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Shelby
Miller hit his first career home
run and also pitched six sharp
innings, leading the St. Louis
Cardinals over the Arizona
Diamondbacks 12-8 Thursday
night.
Matt Adams and Daniel
Descalso homered in an eightrun fourth inning off Ian
Kennedy. Matt Holliday and
Matt Carpenter also connected
for the Cardinals.
Miller(7-3)allowed two runs
and six hits. He struck out nine
and walked none.
Kennedy (3-4) was tagged
for 10 runs and 13 hits in four
innings.
Arizona scored three times in
the ninth, and Edward Mujica
got two outs for his 18th save in
18 chances.
The Cardinals hit five homers
in a game for the first time since
last July 27. The previous time
they did it at home was June 24.
2005, at the former Busch
Stadium.
David Freese extended his
career-best hitting streak to 16
games for St. Louis. Descalso
the big fourth
scored twice in ,
and finished with three hits,
including a double.
The first five batters in the St.
Louis starting lineup all got two
hits, as did Miller.
Kennedy nearly escaped the

games by the rugged Indiana
Pacers in the East finals, the
Heat clearly enjoyed the more
wide-open flow of this game,
making 18 of their first 30 shots.
But the Spurs' defense got better
as the game went along,and San
Antonio held the Heat to seven
points in the first 8 1/2 minutes
of the final quarter.
Miami outshot and outrebounded San Antonio in the first
yet led only 52-49 after
coach Gregg Popovich hurried
Duncan back onto the floor for
an inbounds pass with 0.8 seconds left, which the three-time
finals MVP caught and lofted

RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times
(Top)Campers from the first session of the Murray High Lady Tiger
basketball camp pose after the awards ceremony. (Above) Third
grader Kyra Jones dribiles between her legs during a drill at Lady
Tiger camp Thursday morning.(Left) Murray High player Christina
Duncan awards Skylar Waller with a medal after being named Most
Outstanding Camper.

DENVER (AP) — George
Karl is following general manager Masai Ujiri out of Denver.
Less than a month after winning the NBA's Coach of the
Year award, Karl's tenure with
the Nuggets is over. after /Ili
seasons. His departure comes
shortly after Ujiri, the league's
executive of the year, left to
become GM of the Toronto
Raptors.
"So, we lost a GM now and
a coach, what's next?" tweeted
Nuggets big man Kenneth
Faried.
Karl had a year left on his
contract and was aiming for a
new deal.
The Clippers, Nets and
76ers also have head coaching
vacancies and the Memphis
Grizzlies have given coach
Lionel Hollins permission to
speak with other teams.
"George has been an instrumental part of our success over
the past decade, and we appreciate eVerything he did to keep
us among the top teams in the
Western Conference," team
President Josh Kroenke said in
a statement released Thursday.
"He is a Hall of Fame coach
whose legacy in Denver will
last for years to come. George
is a legend in the game of basketball and I could not have
more respect for him as a persomand mach."
Karl guided the thirdyoungest team in the NBA to
the third-best record in the
Western Conference with a
franchise-record 57 wins, but
the Nuggets were bounced
from the first round of the playoffs for the fourth straight season.
The news of Karl parting
ways was first reported by
Yahoo,! Sports.
The 62-year-old Karl kidded
•See KARL,12A

TENNESSEE TITANS

WR Britt faces make or break season
"Every year is important to
me, but this year it's important
for me to come out and stay
. (AP) healthy." Britt said. "I feel
NASHVILLE. Tenn—
— Titans receiver Kenny Britt good. I feel like I'm in the best
knows that 2013 is crucial sea- shape I've ever been in. so I'm
son for his career, and that's excited about this year. I'm not
vtorked himself into going .to worry about the conthe best shape of his NFL tract, because that's for later.
I'm just more worried about me
career.
Britt is going into the final staying healthy."
Britt had a career-high 42
year of his rookie contract with
the Titans still waiting to se if catches last year after three
the receiver finally can put it knee surgeries, disappointing
all together on (he field and off, for someone who had 17 recepor if the 2009 first-round pick tions for 289 yards and three
will be just another high draft touchdowns in 2011 before
pick of the franchise to flame tearing his right ACL in the
out like Andre Woolfplk, third game.
Tnt-going to be the receiver
Pacman Jones or Vince Young.
By TERRY McCORMICK
Associated Press

I was two years ago. and I'm
probably going to be even better than that because I've
focused more on football than I
ever have in my life the last
few months," Britt said. "I'm
excited to see what I can do this
year. They're counting on me to
be on the field and to do the
right things on the field and off
ct me to be
the field. The
hould be and
the n
o be."
I'm
S. e of Britt's motivation
could
his next contract. New
Titans as stant coach Shawn
has been preachJefferson a
ing character • ver talent in the
wide receiver eeting room.
o coached
Jefferson.

Calvin Johnson in Detroit,says
Britt has the talent to be both a
leader and a playmaker. Britt is
the perfect pupil to put
Jefferson's philosophy of
"grooming men" as he teaches
them as football players to the
test.
"He's the alpha male of the
group," Jefferson said of Britt.
"My goal for him thrs year is
that he puts it all together, to be
a leader in the room,be a leader
in the receiver group, one of
the leaders on this team and
one of the playmakers on this
team.
"One of the things I believe
in most is that you raise the
man first. . If the man is sound,

then the player will come out of
the Man."
That will be welcomed by
the Titans who have watched
Britt get entangled with police
in a variety of incidents both in
New Jersey where he is from
and played in college at
Rutgers and here in Tennessee
since the team drafted him.
They also want to see him really healthy for the first time in a
long time, and Britt is looking
good so far in the team's organized team activities.
"I think Kenny is doing a
good job." quarterback Jake
Locker said. "He's still coming
back a little bit, but he's playing
•See BRITT, 12A
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Astros take Stanford's Appel first
By DENNIS WASZAK Jr.
AP Sports Writer
SECAUCUS, NJ. (AP) —
This time, the Houston Astros
couldn't resist drafting Mark
Appel with the No. I pick.
Houston selected the hardthrowing Stanford pitcher with
the top choice in the Major
League Baseball draft Thursday
night. a year after passing on
the hometown kid and instead
choosing 17-year-old shortstop
Carlos Correa from Puerto
Rico.
"I talked to him and told
,Iiim: 'Welcome home,'!-- Astros
general manager Jeff Luhnow
said. "It's a kid's dream to go
first in the country. first in the
draft and to be taken by your
hometown team. It just doesn't
get any better than that. It's also
really a great opportunity for
us."
Appel, who .grew up in
Houston before moving to
California when he was 1.2. slid
to Pittsburgh at No. 8 last year
hut turned down a $3.8 million
offer and returned to Stanford
for his senior season. The.move
paid off.
After going 10-4 with a 2.12
ERA and 130 strikeouts in 106
1-3 innings this season for the

Cardinal, the 6-foot-4, 195- three days and 40 rounds, startpound Appel is expected to ed Thursday night with the first
fetch about double the amount two rounds at MLB Network
he passed up from the Pirates.
Studios. Nine prospects attend"I don't think I niicessarily ed and sat in a makeshift
had an end goal in mind when I dugout as they waited for their
turned down the Pirates' offer." names to be called by
said Appel, who complements Commissioner Bud Selig in an
his mid-90s(mph)fastball with event that has grown dramatia nasty slider and improving cally over the last few years.
changeup. "My goals were to
"It really is terrific." Selig
finish my degree and become a said. "This is what we had in
better baseball player and better mind. I love this night. ... This
person and better teammate. As is theway you build a baseball
far as that goes. I think I team. It was true when Branch
accomplished those things.
Rickey
.,. said it many. many
"No matter what happened years aio ... and it's just as true
in the draft. I knew I had done today."
.
everything that was in my conIt was the second straight
trol to put myself in the best sit- •season that the first pick was
uation possible."
uncertain going into the draft,
The deadline for teams to with Oklahoma right-hander
sign draft picks is July 12. but Jonathan Gray and a pair of colthat doesn't apply to Appel lege third basemen — North
because he is a college senior.
Carolina's Colin Moran and San
"I'm very confident that Diego's Kris Bryant — thought
Mark Appel is going to put on to be in the mix for Houston. It•
an Astros uniform," Luhnow was the fourth time the Astros
said. "He's from here. He wants had the No. I pick, and they
to play here. He's been selected joined Tampa Bay (2(K)7-08)
first in the draft. All the indica- and Washington (2009-10) as
tors are pointing in the same teams to have the top selection
direction, so I assume it will be in consetutive years.
•
a fairly straightforward discusThe draft order is-- detersion and that he'll sign some- mined by reverse finish —
time this summer." worst to best — in the overall
The draft, which is held over standings from last season.

From Page 14A
fourth w ith giving up just one
run. but his throw off on Yadier
Molina's comebacker pulled
shortstop Didi Gregorius wide
of second base. What could have
been an inning-ending double
play instead led to Adams threerun homer and Descalso's tworun shot.
The•Cardinals greeted reliever Man Reynolds with back-toback home runs in the fifth from
Miller and Carpenter for a 12-2
lead.

Arizona scored twice in the
first on an RBI groundout by
Paul Goldschmidt and a single
by Miguel Montero.
Gerardo Parra had three hits,
including an RBI single in a
three-run seventh for Arizona.,
The Diamondbacks scored three
more in the ninth when rookie
Keith Butler gave up a hit to
Cliff Pennington and a double to
Wil Nieves before walking three
consecutive batters.
NOTES: The Cardinals have
gone 9-0-3 in their past 12

series. ... Goldschmidt has an
RBI in six consecutive games....
Carpenter extended his careerbest hitting sfreak to 15 games.
Allen Craig has a 10-game
streak. ... Miller was 2 for 25 at
the plate entering the game. He
singled in the second for his first
hit of the season. ... Cardinals
LHP Kevin Siegrist came in the
seventh to make his major
league debut after being recalled
from Triple-A Louisville earlier
Thursday. He struck out four in
1 2-3 innings, allowing one hit.

From Page 11A
for a jumper that tell in at the
buzzer.
The Heat stayed ahead, realizing this would be a nailbiter
-after 10 of their 12 wins coming
into the finals were by double
digits. until Parker's free throws
gave San Antonio a 77-76 edge
with 7:47 remaining. James set
up Bosh for a jumper on the next
possession for his 10th assist.
but Leonard made a follow shot
and Parker turned Janies'
turnover into a spinning layup
and an 81-78 lead exactly
halfway through the fourth.
Green's 3-pointer right after
James missed one pushed the
Spurs' lead to seven at 88-81
with 2:12 to go, before a drive
by James and three free throws
by Ray Allen pulled Miami back
within two, setting up Parker's
basket that put it away.
It was an entertaining start to
a matchup that seemed years in
the making between perennial
contenders, the Spurs making
their fifth appearance and the
Heat their fourth. Commissioner
David Stern called it "probably
the most anticipated finals in
who knows, 30 years." likely
more a bit of hyperbole in his
final state of the league address
than a comment meant to slight
fans of the Celtics. Lakers. or
Michael Jordan's Bulls.
It came with the promise of

beautiful basketball between
two fluid offenses who were
built differently but share common beliefs and a- healthy
respect.
The Spurs, a, quiet dynasty
who value system over stardom.
never ask for attention and too
often haven't been given it.
The Heat have been never
been out of the spotlight from
the moment James and Bosh
showed up to join Wade, James
vowing multiple titles as lights
flashed and music boomed.
showing they were going to be
loud and impossible to ignore.
Little beyond their Big Three
back then and unable to win a
title in their first year, the Heat
have a assembled a deep.supporting cast loaded with 3-point
shooters that turned them into a
66-win powerhouse this season.
sending the Spurs to the finals in
the unfamiliar role of underdog.
They handled it just fine.
The Spurs hadn't played since
May 27. when they finished off
a sweep of Memphis in the
Western Conference finals, and
even Popovich said he didn't
know what to expect.
San Antonio turned it over on
its first possession, leading to
Wade's fast-break dunk. Then
the Spurs ran off nine straight
points, showing the rest helped
more than any rust hurt.
Only Duncan, who has
remained among the NBA's best

at 37, looked out of sync. He
missed all five shots in the first
quarter before going
the
bench late in the peridd with his
second foul.
The Heat had a 38-29 lead by
the time he returned, and he
quickly got on the board with an
inside basket en route to a 12point second quarter.
It was a disappointing return
to the finals for the Heat, where
they celebrated last year after
closing out Oklahoma City in
five games behind James' 26
points, II rebounds and 13
assists. Fans arrived to white
shirts reading "Witness Miami"
draped over their seats.
The Miami fans didn't like
what they witnessed, many leaving as referees reviewed Parker's
shot.
Notes: Duncan joined Elgin
Baylor, A.C. Green and John
Salley as the only players in
NBA history to make a Finals
appearance in three decades.
Salley is the only one to win
titles in three decades.... Eleven
of the Spurs' 15 players were
making their finals debuts. Only
Duncan, Parker, Ginobili and
Matt Bonner were on the 2007
team. ... The Spanish national
soccer team was at the game.
along with former Dolphins
quarterback Dan Marino. whose
No. 13 jersey is retired in the
arena.

From Pogo 11A
really hard. He's explosive. He
looks great. is ir great shape
and we expect him to continue
to progress and be that kind of
special player that he is."
Britt still has occasional
swelling in his left knee from a
torn meniscus repaired last
summer. He was given a day
off Tuesday, but he feels much
better than a year ago. He has
taken part in the Titans' offseason program from the start
rather than spending time
recovering from surgery.
"Last year. seeing the ball
come out of the quarterback's
hand, it was coming out a little
bit faster, and I was coming out
of my break a little bit slower."
he said.
Britt will get every opportunity to prove himself to the
Titans.
"I think he realizes he has a
big role in this offense, and he's
going to help this team have a
chance to win ...." coach Mike
Munchak said. "Hopefully, he's
going to have the year we all
hoped he would have the past
few years."
Notes: The Titans held a
number of players out with
minor injuries Thursday. Most
are expected to at least do individual drills next week as the
Titans wrap up their organized
team activities, including WR
Justin Hunter (hamstring), LT
Michael Roos (back), TE
Delanie Walker (knee). LG
Andy Levitre (knee), G Chris
Spencer (calf). TE Brandon
Barden (hip) and WR Roberto
Wallace (left ankle).
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Major League Baseball
All Times EST
National League
East Division
L Pct
•W
Atlanta
37 22 627
Philadelphia
31 30 508
Washington
29 30 492
New York
23 33 411
Miami
16 44 267
Central Division
L Pct
W
St Louis
39 2t650
Cincinnati
36 24 600
Pittsburgh
35 25 583
Chicago
24 33 421
Milwaukee
22 37 373
West Division
L Pct
34 26 567
Arizona
Colorado
32 28 533
San Francisco
31 28 525
San Diego
27 32 458
Los Angeles
25 33 431

trgeney.".

• 270-753-N355

League
East Division
W
L Pct GB
37 24 607
Boston
2
34 25 576
New York
34 26 567 2S4
Baltimore
4
32 27 542
Tampa Bay.
11
25 34 424
Toronto
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
32 26 552
Detroit
1
2
Cleveland
30 29.506 2/
26 31 456 5/
1
2
Minnesota
25 32 439 6',2
Kansas City
7
25 33 431
Chicago
West Division
W
L Pct GB
36 23610
Texas
V2
37 25 597
Oakland
26 34 433 10V2
Los Angeles
10
,
4
26
34
433
Seattle
15
22 39 361
Houston
American

GB
7
8
121,
217
GB
3
4
13/
1
2
161
/
2
GB
2
2/
1
2
6/
1
2
8

Thursday's Games
N Y Mets at Washington ppd rain
St Louis 12 Arizona 8
Philadelphia 5 Milwaukee 1
San Diego at Cololado 840 pm
Atlanta at L A Dodgers 10 10 p m

II Karl...
From Page 11A
down the stretch that he'd
rather not be Coach iirt.the/tear.
because of the track record of
those coaches getting let go.
He led the Nuggets to nine
straight playoff appearances
and a 423-257 mark in the regular season. Those 423 wins

Vol.

Thursday's Gomel
Detroit 5. Tampa Bay 2
Baltimore 3. Houston 1
Boston 6. Texas 3
Kansas City 7. Minnesota 3
Oakland 5 Chicago White Sox 4. 10
innings
NY Yankees at Seattle. 10 10 p m.

rank second in team history
behind Doug Moe (432).
A two-time cancer survivor.
Karl changed his coaching
sty le after_ returning from
throat cancer in 2010. He delegated more duties at practice,
relying on his assistant coaches
to do much of the teaching.
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